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ABSTRACT
PHILOSOPHIES OF MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL EDUCATION
by
David Wolkov
Master of Arts in Secondary Education
August 1974
This is a study investigating (1) the causes and events leading
to the curriculum revisions which incorporated abstract philosophical
issues into secondary mathematics, and (2) the consequences of these
curriculum changes.

'

Assessments are made of the recommendations of the Commission
for Mathematics (1959) and other contemporaneous study groups such as
the Bruner Woods Hole Conference (1959).

To be able to train more

mathematicians, scientists and engineers, the curriculum was changed
to place great emphasis on structure, sets, logic, rigor and abstraction.
These ideas were to permeate all grade levels of mathematics.
By 1970 dissatisfaction with the "new math" was in evidence.
Bruner, Thorn and Kline and others concluded that abstract reasoning
and rigor for K-12 were optimistic and unreal; the predictions as to
the great need for mathematicians, engineers and scientists has also
proven to be a socially unjust error.
Classical mathematics is devoid of philosophy; modern secondary
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level mathematics confuses mathematical topics with philosophical
issues.

Two principle investigations were undertaken: (1) To trace

I
I

the evolution of the philosophy of mathematics from Pythagoras (570 BC)j
. to Carnap and Tarski (1974), and to determine why so much reliance was
:placed upon philosophy by the curriculum developers.
~why

i

!

(2) To determine

all of the principle investigators of the 1960- 1965 study teams

were from the universities and why they are predominantly the authors
of mathematics texts for more than one hundred years.
The outcome of the investigations show for the first investigative item that the concepts of Peano, Russell and Hilbert,
philosophically destroyed by G8del in 1931 should have have been
sought out as the curriculum panaceas for the 1970's.
know that the Hilbert construction of geometry is not
of Euclid.

Philosophers
s~perior

to that

In many respects Hilbert is the poorer from the pedagogi-

cal viewpoint.

Nonetheless Euclidean geometry gave way to an abstract

set-theoretic approach.

The entire curriculum was moved towards ab-

straction and metamathematics despite evidence that philosophers had
given up on these issues.
matics is synthetic

Most had already conceded that all mathe-

a priori

and thus must be borne of experience.

As to the second investigative item, professors from universities
dominate curriculum committees.

Consequently they are

predominat~ly

the authors of secondary mathematics texts because secondary mathematics teachers are inadequately trained in mathematics and in those
sciences dependent upon mathematics.
The conclusions of this study are that mathematics and the
.philosophy of mathematics are two separate disciplines and should be
kept separated in the curriculum.

All attempts to show logical
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mathematics of Information Theory, Linear Programming and Computer

Sciences are extremely important epistemological topics for the education of students who will be living and working well into the twentyi

!first century.

The philosophy of mathematics is a highly developed

abstract discipline which should be reserved for graduate studies; it
is irrelevant and confusing to K-12 students.
i

i
The second conclusion is that mathematics teachers must be better:
educated in mathematics.

Courses in the calculus, differential equa-

tions, the complex variable and Statistics with Computer Programming
should be mandatory.

Additionally, courses in college physics, college

chemistry and a newly created course in vocational mathematics should
round out their course of study.

It should not be that engineering

course is difficult and an education course is easy.
It was the university mathematicians who became interested in
mathematical philosophy.
teachers are trained.
are written.
university.

It is at the university that

~atnematics

It is at the university that secondary texts

Reform, if there is to be reform, can only start at the
Mathematics and philosophy are separate

disciplines;~

only highly educated secondary mathematics teachers can keep them
separated in the curriculum.

i
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

!

This is an investigation into the causes and events leading
to the 1958-1965 mathematics curriculum revisions and the consequences of these changes.
As early as 1955 the first movement to modify the secondary
mathematics curriculum was established.

By 1959 the College Entrance

Examination Board had chartered the Commission for Mathematics to
make recommendations for a modified curriculum.

Their recommen-

dations urged the elimination of Euclidean geometry, referring to the
Hilbert improvements.

They also made reference to logic, structure,

deductive reasoning and sets.

These were unfamiliar terms in mathe-

matics but are familiar terms in the philosophy of mathematics.
Many study groups appeared and exerted their influence.

The

last in 1965 led by Howard Fehr, Columbia Teachers College, established

the Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum Improvement

Study (SSMCIS).
By 1970 a considerable amount of dissatisfaction with the new
math was being evidenced quietly within the academic community but
more vociferously in the lay press.
concluded

Bruner, Thoro, Kline-afld others

that abstract reasoning and rigor for K-12 were optimistic

and unreal.
A recent study by Stephen A. Roderick (1973) is receiving
much attention.

A comparison is madebetween today's students

with those of 1936 and 1951-55 on selected items of the Iowa Test

1

r-- - -···.
lf Basic Skills.

The results show that the new math students

!"bombed out" and were not much more than "gibbering numerical idiots".
Meanwhile, the College Entrance Examination Board has reported a
I

!

:steady ten year decline on the SAT which cannot be attributed to the
tests being administered to a greater number of students of lesser
ability.
One phase of this study was to learn how philosophic
issues became part of high school mathematics curriculum.

To do this

effectively, it was determined that an investigation into the current
status of philosophy of mathematics was required.

Deeper investi-

gations pushed back to Boole in the mid-19th century and then back
to Leibniz in the 18th century and then Descartes.

At that juncture

it seemed worthwhile to begin at the very beginning with the earliest
of the Greek philosophers Pythagoras, because Euclidean Geometry was
also an important issue in the new math.
Scholars such as Kline who have been concerned with these
difficulties have also turned their attention to teacher preparation
as the secondary issue of the changed mathematics curriculum.
The purpose of this introduction and the summary

ms

to

(1) set the stage for the study, (2). outline the assumptions and
hypotheses for the study and (3) provide summary overview including
observations and conclusions without detailed supporting analysis,
which is deferred to the main text.
Detailed reference data is provided in the main text;
recommendations for reforming the secondary mathematics curriculum
;and for teacher preparation are discussed.

Lastly comes the listing

lof resources used in this study and important literature relating to

j

--·-- ·- -----··-·

(1) the philosophy of mathematics~---(-2)--~he history of mathe~~f~s- ------~
and (3) mathematical education.
As this study proceeds, it will be shown how and why the
philosophical issues of axiomatics, rigor, sets and logic became
important concepts of the new math.

Research was conducted in the

history of the philosophy of mathematics and the history of the new
math.
Assumptions
In forming direct connections between the issues of the philosophy of mathematics and the issues of secondary mathematics education, investigative areas were conducted under the assumptions that:
1.

Relationships between mathematical philosophy, mathematics, secondary curriculum, and secondary teacher
preparation are mutually inter-acting.

2.

Mathematics is a heuristic intellectual hierarchy.

3.

Mathematics and the philosophy of mathematics are two
distinct epistemological disciplines.

4.

Understanding the current philosophical issues requires historical research and exposition reaching
back to Pythagoras.

The investigations which are described in this study and conelusions drawn proceeded under these hypotheses:
1.

That mathematics with its curriculum in any identifiable
time-frame is intimately related to the mathematical
philosophies and metamathematics prevailing in the
previous time-frame.

2.

That mathematics, mathematical curriculum and teacher
preparation have in the 1960's and 1970's been at a
low-ebb as a consequence of previous philosophical
pre-occupations with sets, axiomatics, tautologies,
rigor and structure.

I
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3.

That mathematics and mathematical education can be
separated from mathematical philosophy through alternative
mathematical structures which avoid the implication flowing from second-order set theoretic logic.

4.

That the new math is an academic failure because of the
unwarranted emphasis upon issues within the philosophy
of mathematics.

5.

That there is a need for significant improvements in
secondary mathematics teacher training.

!

Related Literature
No previous

study exists in which the complete inter-relation-

ships between (1) the philosophy of mathematics, (2) the discipline.
of mathematics, (3) secondary mathematics curriculum and (4) teacher
preparation have been studied.

Excellent references are available

which treat one and infrequently two of these aspects.

For an over-

view of the mathematical history:
Courant and Robbins:

What is Mathematics? (19)

Morris Kline: Mathematical Thought from Ancient to
Modern Times (44)
Edna Kramer:

Nature and Growth of Modern Mathematics (48)

For the philosophy of mathematics:
Evert W. Beth:

The Foundation of Mathematics (6)

Ettore Carruccio: Mathematics and Logic in History and In
Contemporary Thought (14)
Ferderigo Enriques:

Historical Development of Logic (26)

Vergilius Ferm:

A History of Philosophical Systems .(SO)

Edward Maziarz:

.Greek Mathematical Philosophy_ (52)

and his, The Philosophy of Mathematics (51)
For the newest developments in mathematics (Information Theory, Cybernetics and Automatica):
Jagjig Singh:

Great Ideas in Information Theory,

L~nguage

and

5

Cybernetics (68)
Great Ideas of Modern Mathematics, Their Nature and Use (69)
i

For discussions of formal logic:
Howard DeLong:

A Profile of Mathematical Logic (22)

William Van Orman Quine:

Mathematical Logic (60)

The former is not too difficult; Quine is considered to be the standard text and is difficult.

For the issues of mathematical edu-

cation:
Jerome S. Bruner:

The Process of Education (12)

and The Process of Education Revisited (13)
Lucienne Felix:

Modern Aspects of Mathematics (29)

Morris Kline: Why Johnny Can't Add, The Failure of the New
Math (46)
Henri Poincare:

Mathematics and Science, Last Essays (56)

Mathematical Philosophy :
Mathematics and mathematical philosophy have been of academic
interest from the Pythagoreans through Descartes, Kant, Leibniz and
Russell.

In contemporary times the interest reaches to the

campus of Berkeley and Los

UC

Angeles with Tarski and Carnap respective-

ly, Hillary Putnam at Harvard, Irving Copi at the University of
Michigan, and John Corcoran at SUNY, Buffalo.
In 1919 Russell (63) urged that mathematical philosophers turn
to introspection.

By 1959, the philosophy of m.athemati.cs had success-

ively reached many crises.

In 1959 a crisis occurred in the American

education system in mathematics.

In their definition of the crisis

• the Commission on Mathematics refers to '-"· W. Sawyer's "Prell!_c!_~_t_~
.Mathematics
(Baltimore: Pelican Books, Inc., 1955).
;
l_-

First, the crisis in our science education is not an invention of the newspapers, or scientists, or the Pentagon.
It is a real crisis.
Second, the USSR is not the cause of the crisis. The cause
of the crisis is our own breathtaking movement in a new
technological era. The USSR has served as a rude stimulus
to awaken us to that reality.
The Commission recognized that the prevailing mathematical
curriculum was in need of a change.

In the main text of this study

the complete recommendations of the Commission are set forth; here
we summarize:
1.

The restructuring of Euclidean Geometry to agree with
Hilbert et al.

2.

Greater emphasis on deductive (logical) reasoning,
emphasis on sets and abstract reasoning.

3.

Axiomatic Systems.

From whence did such recommendations flow?
matical; they are philosophical.

They do not sound mathe-

The crisis in 1959 was to be

settled by resorting to the panacea of mathematical philosophy.
To understand the situation from a 1974 viewpoint, requires
a perspective of mathematical philosophies.

Mathematical philosophy

can be divided into two eras, the classical from Pythagoras to Kant,
In the classical period philosophers were concerned with great issues;
the concern was expansive.
modern period.

The second era, post-Kant to Carnap is the

From Peano to Carnap is but sixty-five years in span;

the crisis in philosophies and the current crisis in mathematics education ie the Failure of the New Math (Kline, 46) are contemporaneous.
Great philosophers of the classical era were Pythagoras,
Zeno, Plato, Aristotle, Euclid, ARchimedes, Descartes, Leibniz and
Kant.

The profundity and enormity of their ideas are as relevant

7

ishing.

Later in this study the devastating impact upon the American

mathematical curriculum by Russell and his successors is assessed.
Pythagoras and his school developed a unifying philosophy of
whole numbers and the universe.

An entire new world of number con-

i

cept evolved, when they discovered that the diagonal of the unit squari
was not commensurable.

Dedekind formalized and made rigorous the

concept of the irrational number but for 2,000 years engineers,
scientists and mathematicians have been comfortable with irrationals
without knowledge of a Dedekind cut.
Zeno was the developer of genuine paradoxes involving time
and,sp~ce.

These are not the Russell type paradox due to contradic-

tory premises but genuine challenges to reasoning involving the
infinitesimal and the inf!nite.
Plato is credited frequently as having been among the singular
great.

Platonism in mathematics is a 1974 issue among philosophers.

To Plato we are indebted to abstraction-from applied mathematics we
move to the pure abstract.

Later Kant was to reinforce this concept.

Aristotle is universally acknowledged to be the formalizer of
logic; the progenitor of rules for reasoning.
process of necessity.
ology occurs.

Logic is a deductive

When steps and conclusions are true, a taut-

Scholars such as Beth feel that the Aristotolian con-

cept of a deductive science inhibited scientific research.

Aristotle

developed a bivalent logic, offering the proviso for the indirect
proof in mathematics.
valent logic.

He did leave room for and did consider tri-

Other than symbolism, Aristotle is modern symbolic

8

i lo;~~-.~.
'

Euclid the great geometer and first Axiomatist has occupied

ian enormous place in mathematical philosophy.

;

For more than 2000

!years his problems have been topics of books and dissertations.

Only

;recently and partly due to Hilbert has the curriculum seen the diminution.: of importance attached to Euclidean geometry.

The Commission

on Mathematics was unusually severe on Euclidean structure; small
wonder that the geometry problems in Polya are too difficult for the
1974 geometry teacher.
Archimedes anticipated the calculus by a thousand years.
using the physical he developed the concept of moment.
do summations of infinitesimals without the calculus,

By

He was able to
thus offering

accurate formulations for geometric surfaces and volumes.
Archimedes developed the concept of moments; no one has ever
held or seen first or second order moments.

Moment like momentum is

a philosophical abstraction that is as practical and as useful today
in engineering as it was for Archimedes.
Rene Descartes the French philosopher unified geometry and
algebra.

He was responsible for the introduction of letters to repre-

sent variables and he introduced the concept of the coordinate plane.
He is considered to be the father of modern philosophy attempting to
build philosophy from the ground up.
Leibniz is the co-inventor with Newton, of the calculus.
Newton was a scientist and an inventor of tremendous talent.

His

Principia Naturalis, Principia Mathematica, is one of the great intell~
ectual accomplishments of all time.

Leibniz was the philosopher.

Lwas probably the first modern analyst.

His great contribution to

He

where Leibniz had left off but they too were to fail.

In their fail-

ures lay the unknown foreboding GBdel theorems.
Kant's philosophy has been the most controversial.

He is

either the last of the classic philosophers or the first of the
moderns.

He was an Intuitionist in today's vocabulary, schools of

Logicism and Formalism can only find him a formidable giant.
Kant revived and for him, settled the issue of mathematics
being synthetic a priori.

To most philosophers this was an anthema.

But in 1957 Copi using GBdel's theorem, showed conclusively that
mathematics is not logic, it is not a tautology.
The Nature of Mathematics
Today it does not seem surprising that the dramatic successes
by the 19th century mathematicians should have encouraged development
of a symbolic logic.

Logic which would reduce all theorem-proving

to mechanical symbol manipulations according to prescribed rules or
"axioms".

This was the Leibniz idea of "increasing the power of

reason far more than any optical instrument has ever aided the power
of vision".
In 1889, Peano took on where Boole had left off.

Peano's

contribution was Formulario Matematico, in its preface (1908) he
wrote: "All progress in mathematics is in response to the introduction
of symbols (ideographic signs) • • • Among two symbolic systems, the
one with fewer symbols is, in general preferable.

But the fundamental

use of symbolic methods is to facilitate calculations".

The preface

10_
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i continues with the review of such symbols as +, x, D (Derivative
!

Ioperator),J,

and those for vector and Boolean algebra.

' poses the general adaptation of the symbol €
(for existence).

He then pro-

(for membership) and ~

Peano claimed that with these, and a few other

symbols and symbolic conventions that all mathematics could be presented in symbolic form.
Peano was not the first to attempt a purely symbolic mathematics;.
In 1634, Herigone had written in the preface to his Cursus Mathematicus:

"I have invented a new method making demonstrations brief and

intelligible, without the use of any language".
Herigone is certainly not well remembered and the Formulaire
is now judged merely as a thought-provoking accomplishment.

Peano

did not list the rules for symbol-manipulation for passing from one
formula to the next; he failed to provide a system of axioms for
logic.

His proofs like his predecessors can only be verified by

attributing meanings to words.

Recently Carnap and Tarski have

addressed themselves to the difficult philosophic topics of Linguistics,
and Semantics.
The major gap in Peano was ostensibly filled by Russell/
Whitehead in their three volume Principia Mathematica.

They specified

the symbol-manipulations (rules of inference) which were to be used
for the infallible passing from hypotheses to conclusions in symbolic
logic.
Using the specified rules of inference, as the axioms for
symbolic logic, they showed how to paraphrase symbollically the con. struction of the real field R from the positive integers, some set
· theory and arithmetic.

Th ey presen t e d th ese ac hi evemen t s as ev iden c e

J
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reduced to mechanical symbol manipul•tions; ie all mathematics is
reducible to symbolic logic.
There was much optimism and self-gratification in those years.
Few disputed the claims of Peano, Russell and Whitehead that their
rules of inference were (1) infallible.subject to restrictions stated
in English in the text and (2) sufficient for most of elementary
mathematics.
In the same axiomatic spirit Hilbert and his collaborators
Ackermann and Bernays, made a major effort (1918) to prove deductively
by metamathematical arguments the adequacy of the Russell/Whitehead
axioms.

They focused their attention upon two principle questions:
1.

Are these axioms contradiction-free? That is, is
it possible to prove both p and -p from the same
set of axioms?

2.

Can one test the truth or falsity of any given proposition in a finite number of steps?

It is probable that Hilbert was attracted to these questions
because he had established an analog of the first in his Grundlagen
der Geometrie by using Cartesian geometry as a model for Euclidean
plane geometry.
The first question was given a positive answer by Ackermann
who had earlier proved the redundancy of one of the Russell/Whitehead
axioms and by Von Neumann in 1927 using suitable restrictions.

These

restrictions, quite technical philosophically, seemed quite harmless
at the time, leading to a strong feeling of optimism for the Hilbert
program in the years 1927 to 1930.
The second question, the Decidability Problem, was given an
'-assured negative answer by G!:Jdel even for arithmetical propositions.-

1~

Using metamathematical reasoning in 1931 G8del was able to infer from
the undecidability the incompleteness of the Hilbert and Russell/
'Whitehead systems.
Thus GBdel's work shattered Hilbert's high hopes.

GBdel's

efforts abruptly ended a half-century of optimism for the power of
symbolic logic at least as formalized by an axiomatic system in the
nature of Peano or Russell/Whitehead.

GBdel had shown conclusively

that such formalizations are incapable of resolving their internal
paradoxes and/or the paradoxes and ambiguities of the Cantor theory
of infinite sets.
Rigorous work in Logic has continued by many; Copi at the
University of Michigan, Corcoran at State University of New York,
Buffalo, and in Axiomatics by Wilder at the University of California,
Santa Barbara.

Universally, the GBdel work in logic in the phil-

osophy of mathematics and in metamathematics stands as an enormous
event.

In its discipline it is comparable to the mathematical con-

tributions of Euclid, Archimedes, Descartes, Newton and the host of
recent mathematicians.
As we shall shortly see, when the opportunity to revise existent mathematics curriculum was at hand in the early 1960's the
curriculum writers rushed to Hilbert and axiomatic systems completely
ignoring GBdel's

negation of such reasoning.
Philosophy and Mathematical Curriculum

When the United States decided to pace the Soviets in a Space
Race, federal funds were made available for improvements in the mathematical curriculum.
of Mathematies.

One of the important groups was the Commission

Their recommendations were to emphasize deductive

13
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, reasoning, structure, logic, axiomatic systems and the abolition of
Euclidean geometry because of the Hilbert discoveries.

In 1959

Jerome S. Bruner led the Woods Hole Conference which he described
in The Process of Education.

There was a strong urging for the in-

corporation of the deductive approach, logic, sets, and structure,
despite the mathematicians' knowledge that
heuristic and speculative.

~uch

in mathematics is

In our time-frame Maxwell's Electromag-

netic Theory, the Schroedinger Wave Equation, the Einstein Relativistic
Formula and Shannon's Information Theory do not yield to rigor.
Nonetheless rigor was imposed upon the secondary mathematics curriculum.
GSdel had shown that Hilbert's system was not superior to
Euclid's.

The Commission justified "the dropping" of Euclid because

of improvements by Hilbert, Veblen, Birkhoff, Moore and MacLane.
Ignoring important philosophical developments, various study
groups began to rewrite the curriculum .'lnd texts.

In general they

followed the Commission's recommendations imposing rigor, structure,
deductive reasoning, et al.

The primary groups were the Bourbakists

in France, Jerome Bruner with the Woods Hole Conference, tne
Commission for Mathematics, th!? School Mathematics Study Group, the
Nation!ll Council of the Teachers of Mathematics, the Cambridge
Conterence on School Mathematics and in 1965, the Howard Fehr
Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum Improvement Study.
textbooks appeared; the authors were from the universities.

New
Algebra

books saw a modest intrusion of rigor, structure and axiomatics.
However geometry books were drastically altered with complex set
notation, logical symbols and the blurring between algebra and

14
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In the ten years studied from 1959 to 1969, SAT scores consis-

itently declined.

I

These declines were being monitored by the longi-

tudinal studies of the CEEB and by Stephen A. Roderick.

The issues of

:axiomatics, logic, sets and structure were to wane as issues of mathematical philosophy.

Newer, more complex issues were to arise.

But these older philosophical issues no longer of interest to
the philosophers, were now part of the secondary mathematics curriculum.
and were to become a major education issue.
the error was Jerome Bruner.
Revisited.

The first to recognize

In 1971 he wrote the Process of Education

In the same year, Rene Thorn, the French mathematician,

presented his paper Modern Mathematics on Educational and Philosophical
Error.

In 1973 Morris Kline's best-seller, Why Johnny Can't Add, the

Failure of the New Math appeared.
The conclusions reached are that sets, logic, rigor, demands
for deductive reasoning, the abolition of Euclid geometry and the emphasis upon structure were unappropriate for high school children.
Kline wrote, "Rigor may save mathematics, but it will certainly lose
the pupils".
It would seem that by 1973 sufficient evidence had been presented to the educators, mathematicians and text-book writers that
philosophical issues do not belong in secondary mathematics.
Nonetheless in 1974 two mathematicians at university level were
urging the incorporation of two additional unresolved philosophical
issues into the secondary curriculum.

The first on the Well-Ordering

,Property, was urged by PaulS. Malcolm of Ohio University.

The second

by Judith V. Grabiner of California State University, Domingues Hills
_j

15_
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the issue of Truth.

I

Later, reasons will be put forth for keeping mathematics and

I
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~he philosophy of mathematics separated as disciplines.

Logicians

.tried using the second order calculii to show that mathematics and
logic were reducible one from the other but failed.
At the time of this writing capable philosophers are trying to
resolve some thirty issues; Truth and the Well-Ordering Property (for
as it is known in its alternate form the Axiom of Choice) are only two
of such issues.

It is irresponsible to urge unresolved philosophic

issues as items of the secondary mathematics curriculum.

How then

can the difficulties in the secondary mathematics curriculum be resolved?
Proper Directions for Refvrm
History has shown that the two urgent recommendations of

the

Commission for Mathematics:
1.

The modifications in the curriculum deleting Euclidean
geometry and introducing, __ philosophical concepts,

2.

Increasing the supply of scientists, engineers, and
mathematicians

were seriously in error.

In a paper presented at the Annual Conference

of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development at St.
Louis in March 1970, Jerome Bruner asked for a reappraisal of his
original recommendations.

He indicated that he had erred in his judg-

ment as to capability and interests of teen-agers in the abstraction of
mathematics.

He felt that education should turn to social issues and

place greater emphasis on vocational training.

16

Kline closes his book Why Johnny Can't Add, the Failure of the
·New Math, placing the blame for failure of the curriculum committees
· squarely upon the mathematicians in the university.

He deprecates

the issues of pure vs applied mathematics feeling strongly that all
mathematics is applied mathematics.
He urges a substantial change in teacher training with heavy
emphasis on science and vocations.

He urges a reappraisal of all

mathematics curriculum to teach its breadth, its utility.

Even an

integrated mathematics/science curriculum receives his enthusiasm.
His greatest annoyance is that the current curriculum and associated
teacher attitude presumes that every student is college-bound.
To satisfy Kline even college mathematics should be applied
until mathematical maturity is achieved.

As is shown later,"resorting

to axiomatics and logical foundations is for the lazy mathematician
who will not take the time or provide the mental energy it takes to be
anapplied mathematician'!.
Howard Fehr, Columbia Teacher's College,is not concerned with
mass education.

He is concerned only with the development of a men•

tally challenging and emotionally satisfying curriculum for the gifted
student.

His program provides for a six year self-sufficient mathe-

matics program which has no topical partitions such as algebra, geometry or trigonometry.

The program in the seventh grade is almost

completely intuitive.
Teachers are trained to free themselves from all previous concepts of mathematics.

To be an effective teacher in the SSMCIS re-

quires courses in physics and much mathematics beyond the calculus.
This writer feels that a similar self-contained curriculum

·~----
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be

developed for the

46

to 90 percentile students.

Ex-

tensive and costly teacher preparation and curriculum developments
are involved.

So much money has been spent in the past fifteen years

•but the problems associated with inadequate teacher preparation and
poor student achievement just do not go away.
The study concludes with this author's recommendation for an
augmented teacher training program:
1.

Admitting that there was a mathematical education crisis
in the early 1960's; well educated secondary teachers
never would have "bought" the revised curriculum.

2.

As is shown in the main text the Bruner (1960) recommendations for abstract mathematical reasoning by second to
fourth graders was impossibly idealistic.

3.

Had some secondary mathematics teachers with upper-level
mathematics backgrounds been on the study committees
of the early 1960's, perhaps they could have resisted
the extensive intrusion of philosophical issues into
secondary mathematics education.

4.

Educated teachers would have had courses in the philosophy
of mathematics and would object to the concepts of logic,
sets, axiomatics, rigor and structure being paramount.

5.

Properly educated teachers would have resisted the
Commission's recommendations for the inclusion of
Hilbert at the expense of Euclid, because they would
have known of the GBdel theorem.

The above is ten to fifteen years past and the curriculum is
still not clear cut.

Excellent new texts are appearing, these texts

are free from philosophical issues.

Yet at the same time in 1974, some

university mathematicians are urging the inclusion of the philosophical
issues of Truth and the Well-Ordering Property into the secondary
curriculum.
The United States is changing from a nation which had been an
exporter of high technology devices to a nation which is an importer
of high technology devices.

Even the military sponsor expensive,

1§

extensive overseas research.

The societal needs of the nation are

shifting so that more service workers in the vocational fields will be
needed.

These workers will need a different mathematical background

than the college-bound student.
In 1974 the college-bound student is interested in the social
sciences.

Mathematics has penetrated usefully into biology, medicine,

chemistry and into all of the social sciences.

A new viewpoint for

what secondary mathematics should include for these students is
required.
In California where the universities are by law the credentialing agencies, they have the power and the opportunity to train
outstanding mathematics teachers.

An ideal mathematics teacher

preparation program would include, in mathematics:
I.

Calculus

2.

Differential Equations

3.

Functions of the Complex Variable (Analysis)

4.

Modern Linear Algebra

5.

Topology

6.

Computer Programming and Statistics

and in science:

1.

Chemistry (at least six semester hours)

2.

Physics (at least six semester hours)

3.

Biology or Astronomy

Almost every state college and university have engineering
schools.

A special three to six hour course in vocational mathematics

-·
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and another three hour course in computer modeling (for the social
, studies, economics

a~d

the law), and information retrieval could be

designed by the Engineering School faculty.
It was the university mathematicians who became interested in
mathematical philosophy.
teachers are trained.
are written.
university.

It is at the university that mathematics

It is at the university ·that secondary texts

Reform, if there is to be reform, can only start at the
Mathematics and philosophy are separate disciplines;

only highly educated teachers can keep them separated in the curriculum.

THE IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY OF THE CRISIS ARENA
The first identifiable movement to modify the secondary mathematics curriculum was established as early as 1955.

By 1959 the

College Entrance Examination Board had chartered the Commission for
' Mathematics (15) to make recommendations for a modified curriculum.
· Their recommendations urged the "dropping" of Euclidean geometry, .
·making reference to Hilbert and his successors.

They urged the in-

. elusion of logic, structure, deducti:ve reasoning and sets in the new
curriculum.

These were unfamiliar terms in mathematics, but were

familiar terms in the philosophy of mathematics.

There were other

study groups who consistently recommended the same changes.

In 1965

·Howard Fehr, Columbia Teachers College, established the Secondary
School Mathematics Curric.ulum Improvement Study (SSMCIS) (27).
By 1971 a considerable amount of dissatisfaction with the new
math was being evidenced quietly within the academic community·and
vociferously in the lay press.
The Situation in the Current Mathematical Education
In the April 1974 issue of School Science and Mathematics,
page 277, Professor PaulS. Malcolm (50) wrote, "Readers are urged to
become more familiar with this method (The Well-O.rdering Property) and
to adopt it to their own teaching methods".
In his 1967 doctoral dissertation Lawrence Drew Hawkinson (37)
urged. "Curriculum workers should consider the philosophical aspects of
:mathematics when designing teacher guides to be used in the description
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I

i means

of organizing material should be included in such teacher guides

i bringing out the implications of such choices with respect to the
i

! views of the various schools of philosophy".
In the Atlantic City meeting of the National Council of
; Teachers of Mathematics (April 17-20, 1974), Dr. Ray Dubisch, University of Washington, said as quoted in the Seattle-Post Intelligence,
Saturday, April 27, 1947; "In the new math curriculum there is .not
enough relationship between theory and reality.
is paid to notation and vocabulary

Too much attention

, There has been too much

fussiness about the distinction between a number and a numeral".
On the Editor's Page in the same issue just mentioned of
School Science and Mathematics, the .following appeared: "One recent
study that is receiving much attention is the one by Stephen A.
Roderick (63) at the University of Iowa who compared today's students
with those of 1936, 1951-55 on selected items of the Iowa Test of
Basic Skills.

The results showed· that the new math students "bombed

out' and were not much more than gibbering numerical idiots.

Mean-

while the College Entrance Examination. Board has reported a steady
ten year decline on the SAT which cannot be attributed to the tests
being administered to a greater number of students of lesser ability".
Concurrently Morris Kline's (46) best-seller, Why Johnny Can't
Add, The Failure of the New Math:
It is true that in 1959 the National Science Foundation inaugurated and has maintained various institutes for the education of teachers • • • Unfortunately, they have been used
largely to teach teachers how to teach mathematics of unproven worth • • •
To ask students to recognize the need for these missing
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axioms and theorems is to ask for a critical attitude and maturity of mind that is entirely beyond young people. If the best
mathematicians did not recognize the need for these axioms and
theorems for over two thousand years how can we expect young
people to see the need for them?
As early as 1913 Poincare (56) in a polite but devastating manner
warned against the penetration of the concepts of philosophy and
logic into mathematics.

He wrote:

Mr. Russell understood better the nature of the difficulty to
be overcome. He did not, however completely overcome it,
because his hierarchy of types supposes that the theory of
ordinals has already been enunciated.
As for me, I would propose that we be guided by the following
rules:
1.

Never consider any objects but those capable of being
defined in a finite number of words;

2.

Never lose sight of the fact that every proposition concerning infinity must be the translation, the precise
statement of propositions concerning the finite;

3.

Avoid non-predicative classifications and definitions.

All the researches ,so far mentioned have a common characteristic.
They propose to teach mathematics to a pupil who does not yet
know the difference that exists between infinity and the finite;
they do not hasten to teach him what this difference consists of;
they begin by teaching him all that can be known about infinity
without being concenred about this distinction. Then in a
remote region of the field in which they made him wander, they
show him a small corner where the finite numbers are hidden.
This means to me psychologically false; the human mind does
not proceed naturally in this manner, and even though we might
extricate ourselves without too many antinomical mishaps,
this method would be no less contrary to sound psychology.
Mr. Russell will tell me no doubt that it is not a question
of psychology, but of logic and epistemology; and I shall be
led to answer that there is no logic and epistemology independent of psychology; and this profession of faith will probably close the discussion because it will make evident an
irremediable divergence of views.
To understand why philosophers such as Peano, Russell and
Hilbert have had such a powerful influence on modern mathematical
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curriculum,, while P~in:ca~e was barely heard, it is necessary to go back

1!

to the beginning of the Classical Era (600 BC to 1900 AD) which ineludes the intellectual greats as Pythagoras, Zeno, Plato, Aristotle,
• Euclid, Archimedes, Descartes, Leibniz and Kant.

Till Descartes, the

development of mathematics was concurrent with the developments in
. mathematical philosophy.

Kant, the last of the classical mathematical

philosophers, was not a mathematician.
Classical Mathematics and Its Philosophy
The philosophy of mathematics looks at mathematics linguistically,
semantically and logically.
language of mathematics.

Philosophy of mathematics is the meta-

How philosophies have changed over the years

and how they have influenced mathematics are the primary questions.
The changing role of mathemat±cai philosophy from antiquity until
today constitutes the evolution of mathematical philosophies.

The

Greeks preferred the abstract conceptbecause it was to them permanent,'
ideal and perfect whereas physical objects are short-lived, imperfect
and corruptible.
Pythagoras ·and· the Pythagoreans.
The political events in Asia Minor during the sixth century BC
caused a migration of Greeks towards Italy, Sicily, Thrace and within
Greece proper.

It was the intellectual reaction against the Ionian

thinkers that gave birth to the new schools in Croton, Elea, Abdera
and Athens •. The first school with important Oriental influence was
founded by Pythagoras at Samos

(~

570 BC).

Evaluation of Pythagoreanism is made difficult by the absence of
writings
of earlier disciples.
....

The Pythagorean followed the Eastern

usage of transmitting views by word of mouth; spoken judgment was held

Rules of the Brotherhood prevented members
vulging the teachings of the Master or their own opinions.
Pythagoras is credited with discoveries which may .have been those •
of his disciples.

The Pythagorean doctrines are known through later

representations such as those by Philolaus of Croton (fifth century BC)
Archytas of Tarentum (fifth century BC) and from the Platonist Eudoxus
of Cnidus (fourth century BC). The lost works of Eudoxus are known
only through extracts preserved by·later writers and from references
in Aristotle.
The esoteric members of the Brotherhood were called "mathematicians" because the term indicated the subjects they had to learn with
the Master.

The modern specific mei:ming of "mathematics" and "mathe-

maticians" is due mainly to Aristotle.

The following fragment is due

to Archytas: ;(Enriques, 26)
As the mathematicians seem to have arrived at correct conclusions,:
it is not surprising that ·they have a true conception of the
nature of each individual thing. For having reached such
correct conclusions about the nature of the universe, they were
bound to see in its true light the nature of particular things
as well. Thus they left us a clear knowledge about the speed
of the starts, their risings and settings; about geometry,
arithmetic and sphaeric; and last but not least, about music;
for the~e studies (mathematics) seem to be sisters."
Analysis of Eastern traditions have shown that mathematical
(numerical) relations were essential in mystical speculations.
were indispensable in commerce and day-to-day activities.

Numbers

At the time

of Pythagoras numbers were not the object of a separate science.
They were considered to be as material as the ultimate principles of
things; earth, air, fire and water.
Are numbers transcendent or immanent?
th~ir

Whereas Plato maintained

transcendence, the Pythagoreans held that all things possessed
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number and are numbers.

Numbers are not separable from things.

All

existing things are made up of numbers, the whole heaven is number,
and even abstractions and immaterial things are numbers.

The immanence

of number could not be expressed in stronger terms.
The early Pythagorean theory of monads led to a quantitative
explanation of the universe and to mathematical physics which led to
a synthesis of geometry and arithmetic.

The theory of measure became

extremely simple; if two segments contain respectively m and n monads
their ratio.is m/n.

Therefore incommensurable magnitudes could not.

exist.
The later Pythagorean school's most important achievement because of its influence on the evolution of the logical structure of
mathematical theory, was the discovery of incommensurable segments.
The reasoning which led the Pythagoreans to the discovery lay with
the incommensurability of the diagonal of a square with its sides.
This discovery must have made a strong impression in Pythagorean circles and presumably caused profound bewilderment since the
existence of incommensurable magnitudes irreparably wrecked the early
monadic Pythagorean theory.
The scholium of Book X Euclid attributed to Proclus: "It
is well known that the man who first made public the theory of
irrationals perished in a shipwreck, in order that the inexpressible
and unimaginable should ever remain veiled.

And so the guilty

man, who fortuitously touched on and revealed this aspect of
living things was taken to the place where he began and there is
forever beaten by the waves."
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The remarkable thing about incommensurable magnitudes is that
it goes beyond the sensory.

Discovery of the irrationals must have

! been kept secret a long t1.me, it had far-reaching consequences for the
, practical and philosophical doctrines of the Brotherhood.

Number which

'N"as and had expla:f.ned everything, could not now account for simple
geometrical magnitudes in number theory.
This situation must have weakened the cosmic and moral applications of mnnber theory as a whole.

The square, a most fundamental

and beautiful type of number, was found to bear withi.n itself an
element of irrationality.
elements.

Reason was appealing to unreasonable

When the irrationality of Vi was established later "many

must have thought that the laws of the heavens themselves were not as
true as Pythagoras had said they were". (Haziarz, 52)
The discovery of incommensurable magnitudes made classical
mathematics-move in a particular direction.

The primitive theory of

measure held by the early Pythagoreans had to be abandoned.

In the

absence of a purely arithmetical theory of irrationals the primacy of
the concept of number in mathematics and a systematic arithmetical
interpretation of geometrical properties had to be renounced.
(Enriques, 26)
The Eleatic Reactlon: Zeno
The "scandalous discovery" of the irrationals in mathematics
became an insuperable obstacle to Pythagorean mathematics and their
mathematicism.

Soon other schools with other metaphysical abstractions

appeared.
The spiritual founder of the Eleatic school was Xenophanes
(~

540 BC) who went from Asia Minor to Elea in Italy.

It was his
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Parmenides (~ 476 BC) who openly opposed the Heraclitean

of change and shaped the Eleatlc philosophy.

-------l

I

For him not

!

i

only was the divine being changeless as Xenophanes had proclaimed
but being as such was immutable.
Parrnenides taught a philosophy of being.
being is and all things are.

There is no change,

Zeno of Elea, Parmenides' most prominent:'

pupil, was neither a mathematician nor a physicist.

His arguments

on divisi.bility and motion had a wider air than can be suggested by
technical interpretation.

Although absurdities follow from the doc-

trine that only the One exists, Zeno could show that still more contradictions are entailed in the then popular view that Many exist.
"Probably this is why Zeno is considered the founder of Dialectic".
(Maziarz,(50)
The method developed by Zeno was to make the same thing appear
like and unlike, one and many, at rest and in motion.

He would say

that i;f multiplicity exists it m_ust be both infinitely small, its
last divisions being

wi~hout

magnitude and infinitely great because

of the infinite number of these divisions.
The

m~aning

of this dilemma is clear.

If it is argued that a

continual division does not necessarily end up in nothing, then the_
assumption that the final elements of a division have some size also
involves a contradiction.

For the original magnitude to be divided

would be infinite in size, as it would have an infinite number of such
parts_.
This dilemma is elaborated in Zeno's famous arguments against

,,motion.

The Dichotomy and the Achilles imply the indefinite divisi-

;bility of Space and Time, while the Arrow and the Stadium assume that
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Space and Time are not infinitely divisible, but are formed of indivisible

eleme~nts.

These famous enigmas have been preserved by Aristotle:
1.

DICHOTOMY - There is no motion because what moves must
arrive at the middle of its course before it reaches the
end.

2.

ACHILLES
- The slower in a race will never be overtaken by the quicker; because the pursuer must first
reach the starting point of the pursued so that the
slower must always be some distance ahead.

3.

ARROW
- The flying arrow is at rest because a thing
is at rest when occupying its own space at a given time
as the arrow does at every instant of its alleged flight.

4.

STADIUM
- This argument concerns two rows of bodies
equal in number which pass one another on a race course
as they move with equal speed in opposite directions.
One row starts from the end of the course and the other
from the middle. This is said to imply that half a given
time is equal to its double.

The implication of these argliments seem to be wider than
Aristotle thought when he 'proved' their fallacy by means of his own
views about motion and the inftnite•
agree about their meaning and aim.

Other conunentators do not always
For a long time they were thought

to be paradoxes against the existence of motion, but in recent years
they have been reexamined and are now considered as basic to many
important modern mathematical conceptions.

Russell in 1938 wrote:

(Carruccio (14))
These·sophisms were reinstated and made the foundation of a
mathematical renaissance by a German professor who probably
never dreamed of any connection between himself ·and Zeno.
Weierstrass by stri~tly banishing all infinitesimals, has
at last shown that we live in an unchanging world, and that
the arrow at every moment of its flight is truly at rest •.
The only point where Zeno probably erred was in inferring
(ifhe did infer) that because there is no change, the world
must be in the same state at one time as at another. This
consequence by no means follows.

r-- ---------- ---------------------------------- ------ ----------------i
That is took twenty-four centuries to develop a matliematics
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satisfactory to Zeno's philosophic arguments proves the remarkable

1

l

,profundity of his position.

But of greater importance and significance!

i

;is
that the classical philosophers laid down issues which expanded
,
.and enriched the disciplines of mathematics.
,The Mathematical Ontology of-,Plato
Important

intellect~al

accomplishments of Plato (427-347 BC)

are inferred from his Dialogues and Epistles.
was interested in poetry and public affairs.

As a young man Plato
He had looked forward ·to

a political career but he was discouraged by the excesses of the
Thirty Tyrants.

He preferred the technical remedies of competent

leaders and the moral education of the people.

He could do little as

. he was born "late in the day for h:E country", (Ferm, 30), so he devoted himself to philosophy and mathematics.
It is generally agreed that Plato's search for rationality in
nature was fruitless and that he consigned the study of nature to be
uncertain shifting opinion.

The Pythagoreans had made correspond the

ensemble of numbers and things.

Plato lifted number out of the world

of nature and made it transcendent.

Numbers occupied an intermediary

position between the sense world and the world of ideas.
Plato taught that while mathematics is not only the means by
which a man reaches. true knowledge.

Even the ideal world itself can

only be made rational and intelligible through mathematics.

In this

way Plato offered a different type of mathematicism from that of
the Pythagoreans.

The Pythagoreans had identified the scientific

abstraction of the earlier thinkers with that of mathematics.

Plato

eliminates scientific abstraction, and identified mathematical with
i

__I
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metaphysical abstraction in idealistic mathematicism.
The genei:-ation of the continuum (numerical or geometrical)
must begin with some element.

Princi.ples of nunbers and lines have

to be something, they cannot be nothing.

The notion of the infinites-

imal need not be an actual indivisible or the actual and final result
of a continued subdivision.

Plato argued that it should be considered

as the undivided genetic element of a magnitude capable of being made
as small as'• we please.

It is the

I

intensive I infinitesimal of the

nineteenth century idealists.
For Plato •there are two worlds, on the one hand the world we
see

~rhich

is a world of subjective appearance and confused knov1ledge.

On the other hand the intellectual world of the 'Ideas' which is the
only source ·of permanence, true

and reality and which is the

~nowledge

archetype of the world of sensuous perception.

Reality is strictly

immaterial, each 'Idea' is a purely rational concept corresponding
to a universal or class of particulars.

It is perfect, immutable,

self-subsisting and extraneous to space and time.

The ideas are the

patterns whose confused and shadmry copies are perceived by us in
phenomena.
In that 'Ideas' are incorporeal, Plato argues that the earthly
copy of an 'Idea' cannot arouse perceptions and qualify as a thing of
sense unless it is equipped with a location.
condition if it is to be perceived at all.

It is a necessary
Here c.hora comes in as a

media.ting agency het·.-.reen the two worlds of appearance and reality.
is the substratum which remains when all the attributes of material
bodies, weight, color, et al are

abstracted from them.

It

Aristotle The Logician
Aristotle was born at Stageira jn Chal:f:cidice in 384 BC.

His
i

father was a member of the Asclepiad guild and physician to Amyntas II :
of Macedonia.

At eighteen, Aristotle entered Plato's Academy at

Athens and innnediately came under an influence which is manifest in
· all his writings even ~\Then he disagrees with his master.

So out-

standing was his ability that Plato spoke of him as 'the mind of the
school'.

Aristotle remained at the Academy for twenty years.

Some researchers have described Aristotle as lacking in mathe-' natical talent.
of such a view.

There are at least three things

~qhich

show the falsity

One is his discussion of the presuppositions of science

· which for him meant primar:i.ly the foundations of mathematics.

Second

is his masterly and completely original discussion in the sixty books
of the Physics, of the problem of continuity.

A third is the brilliant.

· passage in the !1etaphysics in which he anticipates Kant's doctrine_
that the construction of the figure is the secret to geometrical dis. cm•ery.

He did not make original -mathematical discoveries but few

thinkers have contributed so much as he· to the philosophical theory
of the nature of mathematics. (Maziarz, 52)
The Prior Analytics is an exposition of the structure which
Aristotle regarded as the basis of all reasoning, the syllogism.
shows the.formal varieties irrespective of the subject matter.
is formal logic or the

logic of consistency.

It
This

In the Posterior

Analytics Aristotle discusses other characteristics which must appertain to-reasoning if reasoning-is to be in the full sense scientific
and self-consistent.
The Prior and Posterior

An~lytics

written, probably, between
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and 344 BC, are among the greatest .achievements
intellect.

ofthe

human

They served for more than two thousand years as the con-

:trolling instrument of western thought in every compartment of knowledge.

It is probable. that Aristotle discovered the syllogism.

Sir David Ross observes in

Heath~s

As

Euclid (38), "Aristotle's trans-

lation of Plato's metaphysical doctrine into a doctrine from which
the whole of formal logic was to develop is a most remarkable example
of the fertilization of one brilliant mind by another."
Aristotle is credited with being the Father of Logic
it had existed for quite some time before him).

(alt~ougn

He formulated the

statement of the fundamental principles of logic, the theory of definition, of conversion, of syllogism, and the

codification of the

criteria to be used in the ordering of a deductive science.
Aristotle (Bochenski, 10) expressed the princ:j..ple of noncontradiction by:
It is impossible that· the same property should hold and not
hold for the same object in the same sense • • • This prin~
ciple is among the most certain of all. In fact it is im~
possible to suppose that the same thing shold be and not be
• • • Therefore all who wi.sh .for demonstrations should refer
to this certainty.
Thus the principle of the

~eluded

middle builds up the bi-

valent classical logic in that every·proposition possesses one and
. one only of two values true or false.

All the same he left open

the door to a trivalent logic in which there are three possible values
of a proposition: true, false and doubtful.
This opening which Aristotle left for possible new systems of
logic was to be important in history and in present day mathematical
philosophy.

It was important to the Epicureans in their opposition

i

L

to the Stoics, to the scholastics particularly Occam, and finally
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to the recent polyvalent logic of Lucasiewicz. (Meschkowski. 53)

I

/ The principle of -the· Excluded Middle is not accepted by the modern
I

i Intuitionist.
i

In that school all demonstrations by reduction to

absurd are forbidden when based on the principle of the Excluded

. Middle.
The other basic feature. of. modern mathematics, constructibility [
is also found in the Aristotelian conception of science.

Aristotle

combines abstraction and constrUction to give to mathematical objects
their being, necessity, coherence, and applicability to natural
phenomena~

Only the most general mathematical concepts such as

volume, surface and line or number are mentioned as abstraction.

To

these would have been added more of the technical concepts of squares,
triangles, pyramids, cylinders or· polygonal numbers if abstraction
alone were involved in their generation.
The irreducible distinction between the continuity of motion
and the discreteness of number kept the Greeks from establishing rigorous mathematical analysis.

They implied the impossibility of an

instantaneous velocity and of an instantaneous rate of change.
Aristotle tried to disprove by reduction ad absurdum that motion is
the traversal of indivisible minima of distance in indivisible minima
of time.

He asserted that 'nothing can be in motion in a present

nor can anything be at rest in a present'.

With mathematics as a

pattern of the sensible world, with the limitations of sensory perceptions, and with his qualitative conception of change, Aristotle
could not go beyond the recognition of average velocities

~s /~t).

In a beautifully prepared-monograph, Professor Bochenski,
Ancient Formal Logic (10) wrote in his introduction to the sections on 1
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; Aristotle:
I

i

There is no thinker in the whole history of formal logic
whose importance, both historical and systematic, can be
compared with that of Aristotle. For not only is he the
Logician who was first to state formal laws and rules
and study them for their own sake, but also he did it in
a way which, given that he is the originator of the whole
subject, appears as a tremendous achievement. It has been
said that not a single psychological ·general category was
invented after Aristotle; and the same is perhaps true
of formal Logic.
Of course he did not invent the whole of it; but we owe
him most of the fundamental ideas on which Logic is still
working today - - such as the idea of a formal entailment,
of a variable, of an axiom, and many others. At the same
time Aristotle's Logic dominated western Philosophy during
more than twenty centuries - - another fact unique in its
importance. Moreover, he is the only great ancient logician
whose works are preserved.
Euclid and the Elements
Inferring from Proclus (Heath, 38), Euclid was intermediate
between the first pupils of Plato and Archimedes. Plato died in 347,
Archimedes lived

~

287-212 BC, Eratosthenes

Euclid must have lived about

~

~

284 - 204 BC.

Thus

300 BC, which agrees with the Ptolemy

reign from 306 to 283 BC.
Euclid probably received his mathematical training in Athens
from pupils of Plato.

It was in Athens that the older writers of

elements and the other mathematicians on whose works Euclid's Elements
depend, had lived and taught.
As the complete compendium of Greek mathematics, the Elements
illustrates the powerful combination of the Platonic method of analytic
regression and synthesis with the Aristotelian conditions of logical
necessity and demonstration.
Before Euclid, philosophers had discussed

and set down the

. characteristics of science in general and of mathematics in particular.

-
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A~f-~~~tl~ -had--~ondered over. th~ mea~itl~--~-f -~h~-~~~h~lll~ti~~-.--l
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They.had described its features and methods and justified it with
i

ontological principles or epistemological considerations. The

; suggestion that Euclid favored Platonism is made by Proclus because
• he set before· himself as the end of the whole Elements the construction!
of the so-called Platonic figures.

Heath finds fault with this dis-

tinction because the planimetrical and arithmetical portions of the
Elements have no direct relation to the construction of the five
regular. solids.
Yet Heath admits that Euclid was a Platonist when he shows that
the Euclidean definition of the straight line is based on Plato's
definition.

Euclid's systematization of geometry is more than an elab-

oration of the Aristotelian syllogistic and theory of proof.

It en-

tails a number of considerations closer to the Aristotelian than to
.the Platonic world view and it does present itself as an application
of Aristotle's logic to the exposition of geometry.
Without stating explicitly Aristotelian rules and distinctions,
Euclid (see Heath for detailed discussions) abruptly begins the first
book of the Elements with the definition of a point as that which has
no parts.

Other definitions are also given without discussion and

whenever needed, usually at the beginning of a theory.

This practice

implies the Aristotelian view that mathematical definitions are separated from existence.

As such, they assert nothing about the existence

or non-existence of the thing defined, they are simply answers to the
question, 'What is a given thing?·' and do not involve existence.

To

Aristotle the characteristics and conditions of a correct definition
.are the different attributes of a definition taken (1) together must
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cover exactly the notion defined, and (2) taken separately must
thing better known or logically prior to the notion defined.
'Euclid defines a square (Bk. I, Def. 22) by means of the notions of

i figures, four sided, equilateral and right-angled.
Today most philosophers and some mathematicians would argue that'
definitions breaking either of these rules are unscientific.

A notion

. defined by its opposite or a coordinate species, or a synonym (all of
which are coextensive with the notion to be defined), is unscientific.
There are several examples o'f such non-definitions in Euclid.

When·

the straight line is defined as 'lying evenly with the points on
itself', the 'lying evenly' can be understood only through the very
notion being defined.
Euclid never states a primitive notion without defining it.
Such a practice is current as a requirement of logical rigor.

He does

.

not merely assume points, lines and surfaces, he also defines them
by using intuitive notions.
)

The Euclidean pattern of demonstration requires three fundamen- ;
tal operations: the enunciation, the proof, and the conclusion.

These

are expanded into six steps for greater clarity: (1) the protasis or
enunciation of the proposition in general terms; (2) the ecthesis or
specification of the particular data indicated by letters with which
the demonstration will be developed; (3) the _siiorismos or statement of
the condition of possibility of what is required to be proved or done
in terms of the particular data ·which is sometimes followed by a discussion of the limitations of the proof; (4) the
struction of additional elements to the

or~ginal

katask~~

or con-

figure needed in the

• demonstration; (5) the ~po<!~_!.?C_i:s or proof, which draws the truth of
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enunciation from the various data given or constructed with -die--

--l
I

help of previous propositions, hypotheses, and definitions; and (6)

I

• the symperasma or conclusions affirming that the original statement
satisfies the conditions of proof.
The success of Euclid is proved by the fact that his collection
and arrangement of the Elements have survived centuries of contraversies.
Hilbert among others as we shall shortly observe, attacked the
few imperfections in Euclid's
intuitive, as are some of

wor~,

(1) some of his definitions are.

his demonstrations, (2) some important

hypotheses are omitted, such as order, direction and a postulate on
indeformability of figures, (3) deductive proofs are needlessly preferred to more direct arithmetical or geometrical demonstrations and
(4) this systemization of geometry covers only a part of the field.
The brilliance of Euclid's work is only modestly enhanced by
modern requirements for rigor and by the inclusion of restatements
in synthetic and metrical geometry.

Even a hostile Bertrand Russell

(65) in 1913 lamented the foreseeable exodus of the Euclidean geometry~
from classrooms.
Even a greater tribute stands; he is credited with being the
,

inventor of axiomatic systems.

Few new mathematics, .logic or formal.

systeins flow in the 1970's which are exempt from axiomatic concepts.
A delightful parody of Euclidean detractors from an 1885 viewpoint was written by Charles L. Dodgson (24) (pseud. Lewis Carroll).
Euclid and his Modern Rivals makes delightful pleasurable reading today.
Although philosophers have argued over the structure, entomology and epistemology have remained firm for more than 2,000 years.
'

--- J
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The more detailed the analysis, the closer the circle closes and the
less the faulting of the Elements.

For all of the formalizing and

criticisms not one new theorem has emerged or new knowledge obtained
through Hilbert or other critics which was not constructible from the
Elements as Euclid had left them.
Archimedes, the Great Mechanic
Euclid was followed by Archimedes of Samos.

A fascinating

section in Heath (39) describes Heiberg's discovery of the palimpsest
in 1906.

Previously only a few original works by Archimedes had been

available to researchers.

Remarkable historical research reaching

back more than a thousand years has put the framework of Archimedes
works into proper historical perspect.ive.
Archimedes, one of the greatest of all mathematicians (Kline,44)
was the practical man of common sense, the Newton of his day.

He

brought imaginative skill and insight to bear upon metrical geometry
and mechanics and invented an integral calculus.

An extraordinarily

large proportion of the subject matter of Archimedes represents his own
discoveries.

The range of subjects was encyclopaedic, embracing

geometry (plane and solid), arithmetic, mechanics, hydrostatics and
astronomy.

In Archimedes there is now working-up from existing

materials.

His objective is always some new thing, some definite

.

addition to the sum of knowledge.

In profundity of matter and elegance

of style no classical mathematical treatise surpasses the works of
Archimedes.

This was recognized early and Plutarch wrote:

It is not possible to find in all geometry more difficult
and intricate questions, or more simple and lucid explanations.
Some ascribe this to his genius; while others think that
incredible effort and toil produced these, to all appearances,
easy and unlaboured results.
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It is generally held (Maziarz, 49) that the method of ex-

i

I

ihaustion, the rigorous infinitesimal process, is due to Eudoxus of
Cnidus.

Archimedes attributes to him the demonstration of the results

relating to the volumes of pyramids and cones:
been attributed to Hippocrates of Chios.

The method has also

This view is based upon the

fact that Hippocrates uses the proportionality of circles to the
squares of their diameters.
Thi.s

proportion~dity

·can be demonstrated rigorously with the

method of exhaustion as is done in Book XII in Euclid's Elements.
Here the method of exhaustion is systero.a.tical·ly applied to demonstrate
the theorems on the volumes of pyramids and cones and the proportions
of spheres to the cubes of their respective diameters.
Many applications of the method of exhaustion are found-in the
Archimedes works.

Archimedes and other Greek geometers did not rest

satisfied with inference, they sought an irrefragable.proof.

From the

nature of the case, the proof could only be an indirect one.

In proofs

by the method of exhaustion a demonstration is made that an impossibility is involved by any other assumption than that which the
sition maintains.

propo~

This stringent verification by means of a double

reduction ad absurdum, is repeated in every known instance of the use
of the method of exhaustion, (Meschkowski, 53).

There is no attempt

to establish in lieu of this part of the proof, general propositions
which could be quoted again.
With regard to Archimedes·, (Maziarz, 52), observed, "Like the
strategist who carefully prepares the blow that will give him victory,
: we see him clear the ground methodically of every tiny obstacle and set:
out his forces without letting them be seen; then suddenly comes the
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decisive theorem.

The way to his propositions is hidden, but sure,

and in the end it leaves even the experienced reader astonished."
Archimedes remarks in his preface to The Method (39-), that
, it will be of no little service to mathematics; was truly prophetic.
Since this book was lost, mathematicians of the seventeenth century
had to develop the theory of integration on their own.

For centuries ,

mathematicians knew nothing of it, not even Galileo, Cavalieri or
Torricelli who, independently of Archimedes, took up his methods again.
It is a futile but tempting speculation to wonder what effect The
Method might have had on the course of mathematical developments had
it not been lost.
Descartes and the Analytic Geometry
The lifetimes of Archimedes and Descartes are centuries apart
but philosophically and intellectually they are in juxtaposition.
Descartes (1556-1650) was born into a noble family who had settled
since the .fourteenth century in southern Touraine.
councilor of the parliament of Brittany.

His father was a

He was educated from 1604 to

1612, at the Jesuit College at LaFleche in humanities and mathematics.·
Descartes has been called the father of modern philosophy,
(Hintikka, 41).

..

He attempted a new system of thought from the ground

up and was 'profoundly affected in his outlook by the new physics and
astronomy'.

He has had a great influence on philosophy and his con-

tribution to mathematics are of enormous importance.
the inventor of analytical geometry.

He is considered

The study of curves by means of

their equations definf':d; as the essence of analytic geometry, was
known to the Greeks and was the basis of their study of the conic
;sections.

The most formidable claimant to Descartes' title to the
inventor of analytic geometry was his famous contemporary, Pierre
Fermat.

Fermat enriched every branch of mathematics known in

his time, founded the modern theory of numbers and began the
study of probability.
Fermat may have preceded Descartes in stating problems of
maxima and minima; but Descartes went far past Fermat in the use
of symbols, in the arithmetizing of analytic geometry and in his
extending it to equations of higher degree.
The fixing of a point's position in the plane by assignment
of two numbers (coordinates), giving its distance from two lines
perpendicular to each other was Descartes' invention.

Fermat's little

treatise of eight folio pages appeared in 1679, half a century after
it had been composed.

Descartes' La Geometrie was published as an

appendix to the Discourse in 1673.
Descartes made many contributions to mathematics but the
coordinate concept was the most important.

He concludes the work

with an ironic paragraph: "I hope that posterity will judge me kindly,
not only as to the things which I have explained, but also as to those
which I have intentionally omitted so as to leave to others the
pleasures of discovery."
A mental malcontent, Descartes considered his experience in
philosophy, science and letters as cumulative evidence for the sorry
state in which he had found knowledge and science to be:
But as soon as I had finished this entire course of studies • • •
I found myself involved in so many doubts and errors, that I
seemed to have gained no other profit regarding my instruction
than the discovery, at every turn, of my own ignorance.
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The geometrical method of proof is completed either by synthesis
or by algebraic analysis.

Euclid is the example of proof by synthesis.

He begins with primary notions and common axioms, sets forth_propositions and uses construction.
building their hierarchy.
proof by analysis.

Euclid proceeded theorem to theorem,

This method Descartes discarded for

The Cartesian originality lay in the universal

·application of a specific mathematical method to all scientific
inquiry, the method of analysis.
Cartesian analysis reasons a priori.

It is a movement from

cause to effect, from the simple to the complex; intuition is its
point of departure.
deduction.

Intuition being simple is more certain than

Intuition is its own explanation and justification.

It

is a mental ultimate which discloses irreducible simple natures.
Among the philosophical motives which made Descartes establish
the primacy of numerical analysis over geometry was his wish for clear
and distinct ideas above all.

He says that the concept of numbers

and their use is simpler than that of geometry and so logically they
must come first, (Descartes/Smith, 21).
Descartes' point of view is important because it is far removed
from the contemporary Logistics mathematical way of thinking.

However,

adherents of Poincare or Polya who value intuition in the face of
systems of logical rules, appreciate Descartes' position.

There is

another subtle reason why Descartes replaced geometry as much as
possible by algebra; the irreducible heterogeneity of the res extensa
and of res cogitans, (Descartes, 21).
The question is, "How can extension be thought of?"

Brunschvieg

(Meschkowski, 53) observes that Descartes, "interpreting geometrical
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relations through relations between numbers frees mathematics from

I

I

!

, the observation of sensible objects and from the imagination of figures:.
For him the notion of quantity is no longer abstracted through the use
of the senses, but now is purely intellectual ·in character."
In an incomplete work Calcul de M, Descartes tried to construct
an abstract algebra without the use of any geometrical representations.
As we shall see, Leibniz's symbolism for the infinitesimal calculus
harmonized perfectly with Descartes' algebraic symbolism.

The sym-

holism of infinitesimal calculus was to form a part, according to
Leibniz, of a more general science, 'characteristica universalis'.
To this Descartes also aspired when he said that his method should contain and express 'prima rationis humanae rudimenta

• • ad veri tates

. ex quovis subjecto eliciendas', (not translated in Descartes, 21).
With regard to logic there was an important difference between
Descartes and Leibniz.

For Descartes the necessity of the fundamental

truth depends on the will of God.

The coherence of a system would

therefore not be enough to guarantee its truth, and its functional
formalism would not guarantee the truth of science.
According to Leibniz, the necessary truths subsist by their
own nature, not through the choice of God.

So from truths a system

could be constructed the coherence of which would guarantee its truth.
For Descartes the reality of science is based on 'cognito'.

For

Leibniz the positiveness of the results of a symbolic science is based
on the conception of the rationality of the real.
Leibniz
With Leibniz the era of great mathematician-philosopher ends.
Thereafter the mathematicians moved in one direction and philosophers

L_

i

_j
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in another.

Although some later mathematicians became philosophers,

the career and interests were separate eras in their lives.

Philo-

: sophers were not content to work in the metamathematics or in meta'physics.

They began to take the role of describing what mathematics

should be doing, how to structure mathematical reasoning and how to
unify foundations.

The traits are not greatly evident either in

Leibniz or Kant but the tendency became more evident in the philosophers who followed in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Leibniz was the last great mathematician who was interested in
the philosophy of mathematics and who had the·requisite mathematical
knowledge.

No recent philosopher or logician can make that claim.

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646 - 1716) studied law and received a
Bachelor of Philosophy degree.

In 1666 he wrote the thesis De Arte

Combinatoria, a work on a universal method of reasoning.

This earned

him a doctorate in philosophy at the University of Altdorf and quali'fied him for a professorship.

He was a philosopher, lawyer, diplomat,

philogist and pioneer geologist.

He did important work in logic,

mechanics, optics, mathematics, hydrostatics, pneumatics and nautical
science, (Kline, 44).
It is not my purpose to detract in any way from the profound
contributions of Isaac Newton.
tion that Newton's Principia

This author well supports the conten-

Natu~lisPrincipia

Mathematica is among

the great intellectual achievements within technical history.

In

discussing Leibniz and the calculus, the emphasis is on philosophy
and not on mathematics.
of Leibniz.

Modern analysis is an outcome from the works

It is of little import whether the fundamental ideas of

the calculus were by Leibniz, by Newton, or discovered independently.
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Leibniz occupies at least as large a place in the history of
philosophy as he does in the history of mathematics.

Most of his

philosophical writings were composed in the last twenty to twenty-five
years of his life.

The issue whether his views were original or wheth r

they were appropriated from Spinoza (whom he visited in 1676) is still
in question among philosophers.

The evidence seems to point in the

originality of Leibniz, (Hintikka, 42).
Leibniz' symbolism for the differential and integral calculus
favorably influenced the development of infinitesimal analysis.

It

should be placed in relation to the "characteristica universalis"
symbolism which was one of the main motives that inspired his philosophy.

He had hoped to turn complex concepts into simple ones by ex-

pressing them with a few characteristic symbols.

From the combin-

ation of these symbols with suitable rules, not only would known
truths emerge, but new undiscovered ones as well.

In this notion,

he anticipated Russell/Whitehead by two hundred years.
He has been called often, the last universal genius.

His

countless references to ancient, medieval and contemporary thinkers
illustrates his wide learning and capacity for detail.
fully appreciative of these numerous influences.

Leibniz was

His acquaintance

with Aristotle, Plato and Scholastics made him desire to combine
their doctrine with the moderns.
Leibniz' conceptions, particularly those embodied in his
Universal Characteristic carried a pronounced influence on future
speculation perhaps equal in weight to his contributions to the

l

notations for the calculus.
----

The ideal of the Leibnizian ."characteristica universiUis", was
-~~~
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pursued by:
1. J. A. Segner, Specimen logicae universaliter demonstatae
(1740)

2. G. Ploucquet, Fundamenta Philosophiae Speculativae (1759)
3. J. H. Lambert, Neues Organon (1764), Anlage zur Architektonik
oder Theorie des Einfachen und des Erstens in der Philosophyschen un Mathematischen Erkenntnis (Riga, 1771)
4. _G._ I._ Holland'· Abhandlung Uber die Mathematick, die Allgemeine
Zeichenkunst und die Vers~hiedenheit der Rechnungsarte~ (1764)

The Leibniz attempt at philosophic foundations of mathematics is
a landmark despite the failures.

It was not a failure of the intellect,

rather suitable notation was not available.
But for his strict adherence to the subject-predicate logic,
Leibniz might have succeeded in his attemps in mathematical logic.

He

felt that it should be possible to invent a universal symbolic language
which was perfect and would reduce reasoning to a mere calculation.

He

did foresee the fields of symbolic (first order) and predicate (second
order) logic.
The Logic of Kant
In this final section of the early developments in Mathematical
Philosophy, we turn our attention to the work of Immanuel Kant.

The

issue whether he should be classed as the last of the early philosophers
or the first of the modern philosophers is as much a contraversy as his
philosophy.
Kant was not a mathematician, he was a philosopher who concerned
himself with things mathematical.

Many issues which he attacked were

not resolved in his lifetime and some
by the later logicians.

have not even been resolved

Today Kant's mathematical philosophy is con-

sidered "Intuitionism"; opposing schools are Russell's "Logicism" and

4.7
Hilbert's "Formalism".
Immanuel Kant (1724 - 1804) was born in KBningsberg in East
Prussia.

He studied at the University of KBningsberg, began with

theology but finally taking up philosophy where he felt his real
interest lay.
KBningsberg.

In 1755 he obtained a lectureship in Philosophy at
In 1770 he was promoted to the chair of Logic and

Metaphysics which he retained until his death.
Kant's inaugural dissertation, 1770, A Dissertation on the Form
and Principles of the Sensible and Intelligible World, reaffirmed his
faith and hope for metaphysics.

Maintaining that:"sensitive cognitions

are representative of things as they appear, intellectual, however, of
things as they are", Kant distinguished the phenomenal world of the
passivity of the senses from the noumenal world of the activity of intelligence.

Within each he distinguished matter and form.

Though sen-

sations were the matter of sensible knowlege, they were received in a
spatial and temporal ordering (the intuitions of his later Kritik).
Eleven years after his dissertation, in 1781, Kant published the
Kritik der reinen Vernunft which embodied his ultimate synthesis concerning the possibility of speculative truth in metaphysics, mathematics and science.

In this work, Kant was not concerned with a doc-

trine of abslraction as the clue to the nature of science and metaphysics.

Kant, instead, was concerned with the nature of judgments,

their origin and role in acquiring truth.

Dismissing analytical judg-

ments (those deriving solely from logic) as mere tautologies for they
"add nothing to the notion of the subject".

Kant limited the Kritik

to synthetic judgments (deriving outside of logic) which "add to the
subject of a predicate not at all thought in it"; only these judgments
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were ampliative and increased knowledge.
Kant bases his approach upon twofold distinction between types of
judgment.
judgments.

There is first a distinction between a priori and posteriori
The first being judgments whose

tru~h

can be known indepen-

dently of experience, the second being judgments whose truth can be
known only through experience.

A priori judgments .are pure when they

involve only concepts that are independent of experience.
Kant's aim to show how synthetic a posteriori judgments were
possible was equivalent to him to solving the question of the nature of
metaphysics and demonstrating the nature of mathematics and science.
The conclusion of the Kritik and of the Kantian synthesis was that only
mathematics and scienc.e which dealt with the phenomenal world were
marked as genuine science.
~o

Metaphysical speculations were relegated

the realm of practical necessity.

Its objects, God, nature and

the world were noumenal unknowable realities which averted the absolute
doom of metaphysics, morals and religion forecasted in the closing
pages of the Kritik.
Kant took for granted the Euclidean geometry as the geometry of
space.

It has been suggested that the discovery of other geometries

has undermined his case.

Kant would have insisted that some intuition

~

of space is a necessary condition of the possibility of any geometry,
and there is much to be said for that position.

Modern relativistic

concepts of space and time are not concepts which can be simply abstracted from experience.
In 1931, then a young Austrian mathematical logician, GHdel proved
that no system adequate for mathematics was complete and that no such
known system could be proved consistent.

The method of G8del's proof
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~s applicable to any system in which mathematics is stated.

So in any

I

auch system no matter how many axioms or rules were given or assumed
~n

its structure, if it is consistent, an undecidable proposition can

be formulated within it.
The G8del incompleteness result is this.

Given any reasonably

~ich language, there is a non-empirical, non-inductive proposition ex~ressible

within it which is not decidable on the basis of the syn-

tactical rules of that language.
The implication of this result for the philosophical problem of
a priori knowledge is clear.

If there is non-empirical or non-inductive

general proposition which is not decidable on the basis of the syntactical rules of the language in which it is expressed then the analytic theory of a priori knowledge is false.
~he

The inference is obvious.

analytic theory of a priori knowledge is also false.

~alent

exist.

This is equi-

to the Kantian conclusion that synthetic a priori propositions
This conclusion is a philosophical consequence of considerable

importance.

GBdel's Theorem provides the decisive technique both in

mathematics and in logic for proving that mathematics is synthetic a
priori, thus supporting Kant '·s conclusion rigorously.
More recently scholars such as Brouwer have defended a philosophy
~

~f number closely akin to Kant's.

Brouwer, like Kant, an Intuitionist,

has maintained that a pure intuition of temporal counting serves as the
point of departure for the mathematics of

number.

Believing that

numbers are creatures of the mind, the Intuitionists follow Kant in
supposing that whatever the mind creates it must be able to know
thoroughly.

This leads to the belief that nothing is true about numbers

except what is constructively irrefutable.

5_0

Current Views of Mathematical Philosophy
In this section mathematics as a discipline and modern mathematical philosophies

are examtned.

In the succeeding sections philo-

sophy and mathematics curriculum are examlned and lastly the issue of
teacher preparation is examined.

The seven early philosophers pre··

:viously discussed were not the only philosophe,rs interested in mathematics during these eras.

As in any historical analysis the depth of

considerations is limited by the purpose of the study.
From

Pyt~agoras

to Kant we have laid the foundations for a mathe-

matical,phil6sephy·which makes for all mathematics being synthetic a
priori.

Such a philosophy guided the informal developments in the cal-

culus, in the functions of the complex variable, in analysis, in
Quaternions (Deavours, 23), and later Maxwell's remarkable mathematics
of the Electric Phenomena, Eins·tein' s ·Nobel Laureate works on Relati':"
vis tic Momentum,· Shroedinger 's "t-mrk in Wave Mechanics and more recently, Shannon's Nobel Laureate activities in Information Theory
(Pierce, 54), (Shannon, 67),(Singh, 68).

A philosophy which supports

conjectures and then perhaps proofs is productive; a philosophy which
:demands rigor from the outset is destructive.
Leibniz tried for a uniform foundation of mathematics.
and Boole made significant progress.
ic system for the real number system.

De Morgan

In 1908 Peano created an aximr..atThis experience was so important

to Bertrand Russell that he abandoned a career in mathematics and became
essentially the founder of the Logicist school of mathematical philosophy.

The important ideas were foundations, sets, and logic.
Russell (65) in 1919 wrote:
Mathematics is a study which, when we start from its most familiar

'-•
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portions, may be pursued in either of two opposite·directions.
The more familiar direction is constructive, towards gradually
increasing complexity: from integers to fractions, real numbers,
complex numbers; from addition and multiplication to differentiation and integration, and on to higher mathematics.
The other direction, which is less familiar, proceeds, by
analysing, to greater and greater abstractness and logical
simplicity; instead of asking what can be defined and deduced
from what is assumed to begin with, we ask instead what more
general ideas and.principles can be found, in terms of which
what was our starting-point can be defined or deduced. It is
the fact bf pursuing this opposite direction that characterises
mathematical philosophy as opposed to ordinary mathematics.
But it should be understood that the distinction is one, not
in the subject matter, but in the state of mind of the investigator.
The distinction between mathematics and mathematical philosophy
is one which depends upon the interest inspiring the research,
and upon the stage which the research has reached; not upon the
propositions with which the research is concerned.
We may state the same distinction in another way. The most
obvious and easy things in mathematics are not those that come
logically at the beginning; they are things.that, from Hilbert
and Ackermann, in their GrundzHge der theoretischen Logik (1928)
proved the consistency of the elementary logic of predicates.
The consistency of predicate logic based on the simple theory
of types was proved by Tarski (1933) and G. Gentzen (1936);
this result was extended to predicate logic based on the ramified theory of types by E. W. Beth (1936). The matter was again
considered by I. M. Copi (1950) and by J. Myhill (1951).
A brief history of the recent developments in the issues of Logic
is given in Beth (6).
The brilliant results obtained by the French mathematician and
logician ~· Herbrand (1908 - 1931) include finitistic counterparts
of Lowenheim's theorem and of G8del's Completeness Theorem.
These theorems do not themselves belong to finitistic metamathematics and consistency proofs for elementary parts of arithmetic;
a similar result was published by M. Presburger in 1931.
All this made the impression of a slow but steady progress in
finitistic metamathematics which would finally lead to the hoped
for consistency proof for classical analysis.
However, the publication of G8del's Incompleteness Theorem in
1931 -- the eventuality of such a result had been foretold by
P. Finsler and by T. Broden as early as 1926 -- spoilt the game.
According to this theorem the arguments needed in a consistency

(
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proof for a deductive theoryare aiways in some respect less
elementary than the arguments admitted in the theory itself.
Its implications with regard to finitistic proof theory are
obvious; as finitistic proof theory admits no method of proof
beyond complete induction, it cannot yield a consistency proof
for elementary arithmetic; a fortiori, it cannot yield a consistency proof for theories admitting stronger methods of proof; as
an example we may mention set theory, which appeals to the
Axiom of Choice.
"Spoilt the game"? Is the secondary mathematical curriculum a
In 1967 Hawkinson (37) had urged a secondary course in the

game?

philosophy of mathematics.

His urging was tto a limited audience.

Not

so limited were the recommendations of the Commission of Mathematics
(1959) (15), with its outstanding roster of educators, mathematicians
and acadedicians listed on their frontispiece.

On page 11 of the

Recommendations "More specifically, some objections of mathematics in
general education
3.

are . . . "

An understanding of the deductive method as a method of
thought. This includes the ideas of axioms, rules of inference and methods of proof.

The emphasis on deductive method (as opposed to intuitive or
heuristic) is a repeated'recommendation.

on page 23:

The second objective is the development of an understanding
of the deductive method as a way of thinking, and a reasonable
skill in applying this method to mathematical situations. For
historical reasons, the deductive method has been emphasized
in geometry but not elsewhere in high school mathematics.
However, it is now possible and desirable to use the deductive
method in all mathematical subjects, and consequently, the
time devloted to it in geometry can be somewhat reduced.
Not all reasoning is syllogistic or deductive. Training in
mathematics based on deductive logic does not necessarily
lead to an increased ability to argue logically in situations
where insufficient data exist, and where strong emotions are
present. It is a disservice to the student and to mathematics
£6r geometry to be presented as though its study would enable
a student to solve a substantial number of his life problems
by syllogistic and deductive reasoning.
Deductive methods are taught primarily to enable the pupil to
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learn mathematics.
To anyone who has studied or taught the subject of Differential
Equations, or Advanced Partial Differential Equations, one must raise
the issue how such mathematical topics can be developed deductively?
Mathematics is not a deductive hierarchy which starts with arithmetic
and the set of axioms for arithmetic, and proceeds by logical deduction
to the highest levels of mathematics, (See Table 1).

For 300 years

outstanding mathematicians have tried to build a deductive system and
have failed.

But the Commission reasoned differently:

There are essentially three defects in the Euclidean development
of geometry that make it unsuitable as the basis for modern
high school instruction. Since these are discussed at length
in Appendices 10 (Some reasons for modifying the traditional
treatment of geometry);they receive only brief mention here.
The first defect is Euclid's failure to formulate explicitly
the axiomatic basis on which the congruence theorems rest.
Although there is in the Elements an extensive argument in
support of the superposition of line segments, the less obvious
matter of justifying the superposition of angles is completely
neglected. A remedy for this defect is the outright assumption
of the congruence theorems.
The second defect is the difficulty introduced into some phases
of the development because of the lack of an adequate algebra.
Today, of course, these difficulties can be avoided by the use
of coordinate geometry based on a one-to-one correspondence
between ordered pairs of real numbers and points in the plane.
The third defect is the failure of Euclid to recognize ·the
necessity of making forinal assumptions concerning "betweenness",
an omissian recognized by Gauss 125 years ago and first corrected .
by Pasch in 1882. For any complete logical formulation of
geometry, there must be postulates concerning the order of
points on a line and the matter of regions in the plane, neither
of which is mentioned in Euclid's Elements. A discussion of
order relations that illustntes the kind of treatment needed
to make Euclid logically rigorous is given in Appendix 18 (Order
relations in plane geometry).
What should be done to remedy the situation created by the
foregoing logical defects in Euclid's development" One possibility is that of developing a logically.unimpeachable treatment
of Euciidean geometry suitable for use in secondary schools.
Although some distinguished mathematicians, among them D. Hilbert,
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Table 1.
ZENITH

The Hierarchy of Mathematics

Wave Mechanics
Information Theory
Game Theory
Differential Equations
La Place Transforms
Fourier Analysis
Complex Analysis
Advanced Calculus
timits, Cotitinuity
Kronecker delta
Power Series
Cauchy's Integral
·Green's Theorem
Bessell's Functions
Linear Programming
Perturbation Theory
Numerical Analysis
Probability and Statistics
Modern Algebra
Fundamental Theorem of Algebra
Elementary Calculus
Number Theory
Geometry
Euclidean
Non-Euclidean
Topology and Vector Space
Elementary Algebra

PRIMITIVE

-

Arithmetic

~~-·

1F-

........................

!~-----------..

/
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0. Veblen, G. D. Birkhoff, R. L. Moore and S. MacLane have under~
taken this task, the Commission feels that at present no presentation suitable for high school exists • .
The Commission hopes that mathematicians will continue to strive
for the development of a logically sound basis for Euclidean
geometry in a form suitable for high schGol use. However, for
the present it recommends that textbook writers and teachers
should feel free to modify the Euclidean development to attain
a more incisive and interesting program.
Fourteen years later, 1973, Morris Kline (44) wrote:
We can give students the correct approaches and they will understand them. This argument can be countered by the fact that
the greatest mathematicians did try to build the logical foundations for the various subjects but failed for centuries to do
so. Their failure should serve as some evidence that the logical approaches are not easy to grasp •
Of course, our students may be superior to the best mathematicians of the past, but we shall not insist on the evidence of
history.
Thus the concentration on the deductive approach omits the
vital work. It destroys the life and spirit of mathematics ••
Logic alone is as incapable of leading to new ideas as grammar
alone is incapable of leading to poetry and the theory of harmony to music • • • •
Therefore, logic does not dictate the contents of mathematics;
the uses determine the logical structure. The logical organization is an afterthought and in a reali sense is the gilt on
the lily. • • •
The modernists believe that students are disturbed by the use
of unmentioned assumptions and theorems and that, because the
proofs are not strictly complete, the students are hindered
in thei~ understanding. • • •
To ask students to recognize the need for these missing axioms
and theorems is to ask for a critical attitude and maturity
of mind that is entirely beyond young people. If the best mathematicians did not recognize the need for these axioms and
theorems for over two thousand years how can we expect young
people to see the need for them? • • • •
Certainly much of the rigor in modern texts was inserted by
limited men who sought to conceal their own shallowness by a
facade of profundity and by pedants who masked their pedantry
under the guise of rigor • • • •
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In a speech given at a SymposiUm sponsored by the thomas Alva
Edison Foundation and held in Pittsburgh in November 1960,
Professor Beberman confessed that he was wrong in putting rigor
into geometry. He even exclaimed that he could not understand
how he could have made that mistake.
Mathematics now is turned inward; it feeds on itself; and it is
extremely unlikely, if one may judge by what happened in the
past, that most of the wdern mathematical research will ever
contribute to the advancement of science.
The four great 20th century mathematical discoveries to this
day cannot be developed deductively and in fairness to Kline they
were developed to formulate mathematical models of identifiable elements of the world.

The first is Maxwell's Equations (The Postulates

of Electromagnetic Theory) from which all theoretical physics flows
and leads to the prediction and design analysis for modern day knowledge in

atomi~

physics, electricity, magnetism electromagnetics and

connnunicatmons,,providing the only known spacial-time relationshipp
between magnetism and electricity, always previously considered independent natural phenomena:

vxs =

47T J
c t

+ 1 c5E

1 c5B
Vx,E =- c c5t
where

is the vector del operator
~

X

is the vector product operator

B is the vector magnetic induction
is the scalar velocity of light

c
J

t

is the net current density

E is the electrical vector
and

·'

L

<$t is the time variant

(1)

·c c5t

(2)
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W~~- -~--~~mpreh~nsi-ie--mathema-tica:Cdiscus-sion see-

James--ClerK.

:MaxW-ell,·

l

~Treatise

on Electricity and Magnetism, (Dover, 1891).

The second is the Schroedinger's Wave Equation which is the
!cornerstone of all theory of atom~c physics, wav~ mechanics, atomic
and molecular structure, spectroscopy and bio-chemistry:

(3)

ih alP = H"'

at

where

i is the complex component, and h is Planck's constant
ot issthe time variant
H is the classical Hamiltonian operator

'I' is the Wave function (usually computed as a probability
density function)
The third is the Einstein Relativistic Formula which has
provided the remarkable insight into time, space velocity, and
,gravitational fields:

(4)
t -(r·v)
c2
t'=

where {j"ib -"c

p2

yl ~

where

r is the vector displacement of the system
v is the vector velocity of the system

v is the scalar velocity
is the symbol for scalar multiplication
t is time and the "prime" system is the relativistic system.
Research in Wave Mechanics and Relativistic phenomena are postdoctoral disciplines.

A not too difficult treatment is
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f-Si.ngh·;--Great--lde-as of Modern

MB.themat~cs;

their Nat·ure and

Use~·-(69)

;----l

I

I

:And lastly the developer of the Shannon Equation has already been rec- j
i

;ognized with a Nobel Laureate.

Where this empirical mathematical

: theory will lead is completely beyond speculation.

It has clearly

had tremendous influences in all phases of communication,

in-bio~-

:medical, in bionics, in automatica and in the primitive communications
between man and machines.
'0

H(A)

=-

LP(Ai)lg p(Ai)
t=o

(5)

where lg is the logarithm to the base 2
H(A). is the entropy of the space A
H is a measure of uncertainty in the space A
p(Ai) i~ the probability of an elementary information event
occurring in the elementary space A
A. I. Khinchin (43), Mathematical Foundations of Information Theory,
contains a comprehensive discussion of this subject.

Herman H.

Goldstine (29) The Computer from Pascal to von Neuman, contains detailed discussions on Vorl Neuman's contributions.
Were these mathematicians philosophers, then the Commission for
Mathematics (15) could not have been able to make these begrudging
comments:
In a statement prepared for the Commission by M. S. LongnetHiggins, a British expert in fluid dynamics:
The basic mathematical ideas and methods that have been known
for centuries still are as valid, as exciting, and as practically useful as ever. Especially is this true in the fields of
calculus and mathematical analysis. Many of the most striking
advances of our age, for example the development of supersonic flight and the launching of earth satellites, depend directly on an expert ·1application of fluid dynamics to which
calculus is absolutely fundamental . • • • New achievements in
mechanical engineering, in automatic control (automation), and
in radar communication would be unthinkable but for the work
of analysts (such as Norman Wiener} and applied mathematicians

!
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(such as Claude Shannon). To all such workers calculus is a
basic tool, and the analysis is part of their very thought.
The close connection between mathematics and physics also should
not be forgotten. Most of the great physical discoveries have
come from skilled use of mathematical technique. Newton's law
of gravitation (on which the Sputniks and Explorers depend) was
established by combined use of calculus and physical observation. The more refined Einstein law of gravitation is stated
in terms of differential geometry. Theories of the atom are
described in terms of Schroedinger's differential eGJ.uation. A
satisfactory theory of atomic nucleus, still to be formulated, almost certainly will come in a mathematical form.
Philosophy and Mathematical Education
G8del had shown that no formal system, whether mathematical or
logical, could be complete.

Wilder, (75):

Whether the complete Hilbert program could be carried out was
rendered very doubtful by results due to G8del (which appeared
in 1931 before the actual publication of the Grundlagen) and to
other authors.
These results may be roughly characterized as a demonstration
that, in any system broad enough to contain all the formulas
of a formalized elementary number theory, there exists theorems
(formulas) that neither can be proved nor disproved within the
system. In particular, then, as G8del pointed out, a system
such as that of Principia Mathematica, if consisten, must
contain "undeciable" formulas, as must also certain axiom
systems for set theory (such as the Zermelo-Fraenkel-von
Neumann system) when formalized by the addition of the axioms
and rules of conclusion of the predicate calculus.
The impact of G8del was not impressive to the philosophers.
Beth (6) discusses some thirty formal axiomatic systems each of which
supposedly axiomatizes all mathematics.

But '-sooner or later' a

succeeding philosopher successfully attacked the formal system to
show the logical frailties.
By the 1960's the issue of axiomatics was to wane with the
philosophers who were to take on the issues of Mathematical Existence,
Truth, Decidability, Construction, Proof and Logical Necessity.
Some mathematicians, lagging the philosophers were to be favorably
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impressed by

Axiomatj~s

, Set Theoretic Logic and Rigor.

At CSUN• M521, the Axiomatic Method is a core course in the MS
Mathematics program.

One cannot quarrel with the argument that a

Masters Candidate in mathematics be knowledgeable of this philosophic
issue.

A less formal treatment of the issue of axiomatics is covered

in the Philosophy of Mathematics, Philosophy 430.

How does one

reconcile the recommendations and urgings in the early 1960's to incorporate upper academic level abstract unresolved issues into the
curriculum for twelve to eighteen year old students?
In France the Bourbakists' group urged (Felix, 29):
But the teacher ought to know what he is doing, to direct his
teaching on the basis of his knowledge, and to coordinate his
conclusions.
Thus we find our old knowledge again, under new titles. Even
if we decide to keep the traditional order for the earliest
teaching, with our modern awareness we shall be able to impart
a better understanding which will later enable the student to
conceive the possibility of a unifying axiomatization. 'Thus the
notion of the application of one set onto another will unify
our concept of operations, of point transformations, of
functions with their double aspect -- algebraic and topological.
We shall think of the relation of order in studying divisibility. We shall compare the uniqueness of the decomposition
of an integer or of a polynomial into the product of irreducible
factors and the decomposition of a displacement into products
of symmetries.. We shall demonsrate the neutral elements of all
kinds of operations. We shall compare the relation of Chasles
for vectors and for angles. :Perh,aps. ~..re shall, know whether or
not the fractional exponents are fractions! • • •
Therefore let us not forget to.point out • • • All teachers
(and they are now numerous) who use the symbol of "belonging
to" ( €) a'gree that it is perfectly satisfactory to the child.
In other chapters the universal qualifier Vmarks the essential
idea, particul~for.the point transformations (translation
express by V M, MM = V ) or for algebraic identities. The use
of the symbol is even more satisfactory to the student in that
it replaces a long assemblage of signs, dangerous from an
orthographic point of view.; To write" V~W JC 0 and xi " is more
practical than "whatever M is; whatever Xo .and xi are" or
"whatever-be the values of x and x 1 :"
·
0

.-··
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But there is a difference between a written exposition and a
resume written on the board or notes taken at top speed; there
is too much tendency to write at the board only equalities or
inequalities, and the pupils do hardly more than copy them.
Once attention has been drawn to the importance of quantifiers, ,
the resume will no longer omit the essential idea, and like
speakers at faculty meetings, everyone·will take the trouble
if he does not care to use symbols, to write everything out:
"whatever may be" or "there exists at least one." As for the
pupils, they without any doubt prefer the symbols if they are
accustomed to them.
In 1960 Jerome Bruner's (12) beliefs in how the mathematics
curriculum should be differed little from the Bourabakists:
The experience of the past several years has taught at least .
one important lesson about the design of a curriculum that is
true to the underlying structure of its subject matter. It is
that the best minds in any particular discipline must be put
to work on the task. The decision as to what should be taught
in American history to elementary school children or what
should be taught in arithmetic is a decision that can best be
reached with the aid of those with a high degree of vision and
competence in each of these fields. To decide that the elementary ideas of algebra depend upon the fundamentals of the
commutative, distributive, and associative laws, one must be a
mathematician in a position to appreciate and understand the
fundamentals of mathematics ••
Later Bruner quotes Professor Inhelder (Geneva):
It seems highly arbitrary and very likely incorrect to delay
the teaching, for example, of Euclidean or metric geometry
until the end of the primary grades, particularly when projective geometry has not been given earlier. So too with the
teaching of physics which has much in it that can be profitably
taught at an inductive or intuitive level much earlier. Basic
notions in these fields are prefectly accessible to children
of seven to ten years of age, provided that they are divorced
from their mathematical expression and studied through materials
that the child can handle•' himself.
Another matter relates particularly to the ordering of a
mathematical curriculum. Often the sequence of psychological
development follows more closely the axiomatic order of a subject matter than it does the historical order of development of
concepts within the field. One observes, for instance, that
certain topological notions such as connections, separation,
being interior to, and so forth, precede the formation of
Euclidean and projective notions in geometry, though the former
ideas are newer in their formalism in the history of mathematics than the latter. If any special justification were

l
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needed for teaching the structure of a subject in its proper
logical or axiomatic order rather than its order of historical
development, this should provide it . .
In 1959 the Commission for Mathematics (15) had this to say

(about Philosophy

and the Mathematics Curriculum:

In brief, the program proposed by the Commission envisages
an informal and intuitive introduction to geometric ideas,
followed by an informal discussion of the nature of deductive
reason~ng 'The course would then take up a short but important
sequence of theorems, studied deductively, culminating in the
Pythagorean Theorem. In the treatment of this sequence, both
the geometric and the logical ideas previously introduced informally would be illustrated, consolidated, and confirmed
by more formal study •
The remainder of plane geometry can now be developed using
both synthetic and analytic methods. Emphasis should be placed
on the development of skill in analyzing a situation and constructing a·,:Valid proof of either kind . • • .
In recommending the introduction of relatively short deductive
chains of theorems and a mixture of synthetic geometry with
coordinate geometry, the Commission is aware that some teachers
may regret the loss of an opportunity to develop an extended
sequence of theorems. The Commission does not share the regret,:
nor do we believe that any important loss to the student is
involved.
Able students need not lose the opportunity for the appreciation
of a complex mathematical structure derived from a set of
,
assumptions. Books in which they can encounter this particular i
form of mathematical beauty are easily available. Moreover,
'
able students and others as well, will benefit from the greater
power and the increased opportunities for original thinking
'
provided by the new organization of subject matter.
Mathematics Improvement Study Groups in the 1960's
The consequences of these recommendations were a proliferation
of Mathematics Improvement study groups which was followed by another
proliferation of new mathematics books for elementary and secondary
school usage.
Comparison of mathematical texts, Table 2, compares about fifty
books, including those currently approved for Los Angeles Secondary

t'
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2.

Compariso~ of Mathematical Texts

PUBLISHEll.

TITLE

RATING

COMMENTS

5

Ruductio ad Adsurdem is avo~ded, excellent emphasis
on constructions. Written or the average child of
a century ago. Would be cotsidered extremely
difficult by a 1974 student
Loose by Hilbert
and the CEEB standards for igor. Whom would
consider the book properly ntuitive and heuristically demanding.
i

Addison-Wesley
'
Publishing
Company

1

The prima faaie example of Juthors who blindly
follow the SMSG recommendations.

Harcourt, Brace
and Worl<i

5

3entials of
Geometry

S.

)metry, a
Modern
Approach

)me try

c.

Grigges

i

Classical Geometry, nicely presented.
I

i

Laidlaw Brothers
Jmetry, a
Transformatio
Approach

2

As a college text after cal4ulus, but before linear
algebra, it rates a "5". It is so abstract and
so rigorous in it definitions that only a mature
mathematician can abstract ~o the real world.
About two-thirds of the tex4 is of no significance
to the secondary student.
·

ements of
Geometry

Scott, Foresman

1

This book is concerned withlnaive set theory rather
than with geometry. Where tt stays with the
traditional geometry, it is 1 adequate. The concern
to be rigorous in set theory and the dependence
upon logic is beyond the reach of the average
student. A number of technical errors in the
history of mathematics are ~vident.

me try

. H. Freema

4

Closer to the tradional rea~ world geometry; an
insuffficient number of difficult and challenging
theorems. Only time will t¢11 whether the comic
strips will help or deter the learning of geometry.
Not a ch:1llenging book, aim:l-ng for the realistic
child of thJs generation, regretfully. Students
will neerl rouch analytic geometry before they can
start their calculus.

demic Algebra

i

Ginn

2

Academic trivia.

YEAR

ACADEMIC AFFILIATION

AUTHOR

Table 2 Comparison of Mathematical Texts
RATING
PUBLISHER
TITLE

COMMEN'DS
j

1909

~erbert

E. Hawks
William A. Luboy
Frank C. Touton

Columbia University
Kansas City Polytechnic
Institute
Central High School,Missouri

!First course in
Algebra

Ginn

3

Too much rote, insufficinet :challenge.
j

~odern

Houghton-Hifflin

2

Too difficult with too much material. The sections
on transformational geometry, vector space and
nu~ber theory are more appropriately studied in a
300 level college course. Too much emphasis on
rigor and sets.

Algebra, Its
Structure and
Applications

Macmillian

4

The chapters on sets and proofs are placed in the
beginning of the book and thus can be ignored.

I

1962

Mary P. Dolciani 1funter College
Simon L. Bernan ~tyvesant High School,
New York
Floyd
Bennett ·High School,
Julius Freilich
New York
Albert E. Meder ~utgers University

1967

Donavan A.
Johnson
John J. Kinsella
Herman Rosenberg
w. Eugene
Ferguson

~niversity

of Minnesota

~ewark State College

Algebra I

~ersey
~ewton

City State College
High School, Massachusetts

1969

Joseph N. Payne
Floyd F. Zamboni

University of Michigan
Jefferson County Schools,
Colorada

Algebra One

Harcourt, Brace
and World

4

A token reference to set theory serving no useful
purpose.

1973

James Moser
Jerry Baker
Orell Philips
Lawrence Starr

University of Wisconsin
Rutgers University
Sandia School, New Mexico
Interlochen Arts Academy,
Michigan

Algebra One

Random House

5

Really Algebra II, a beautiful classical algebra
book in modern format. Would make a fine sequel
to Johnson.

1974

Mary P. Dolciani
William Wooton
Edwin P. Beckenback

Hunter College
Los Angeles Pierce College

Algebra 1

Houghton-Mifflin

1

It is presurnptuous~to hold that Algebra I students
have the ability or interests to cope with this
text. The demands for proof:, rigor, and set theory
are beyond those which might be expected from an
Algebra II student.

1974

Eugene D. Nichols
Mervine L. Edwards
E. Henry Garland
Sylvia A. Hoffman
Albert Mamory

Holt Algebra 1

Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston

5

A classical algebra book developing a sound,

Florida State University
Shore Regional High School,
New Jersey
Florida State University
Curriculum Specialist,
Illinois
Johnson City Schools,
New York
William F. Palmer Mercer University

empirical, heuristic approach to understanding and
computational and manimpulation skills.
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Table 2
:'fEAR

AUTHOR

ALGEBRA II
1888 Charles Smith

1901

1965
1965

1965

1968

1969

971

972

TITLE

ACADEMIC AFFILIATION

PUBLISHER

lA

Treatise on
Algebra

kacmillan

5

University of Pennsylvania

Quadratics and
Beyond

!Macmillan

5

University of Pennsylvania

Nathan 0. Miles

U.S. Naval Academy

COMMEN~"S

RATING

Sidney Sussex College,
Cambridge

George Egbert
Fisher
Issac J. Schwalt

!A solid mixture of theory and "expertise;. could be
used effectively in anhoric;lrs class today. No set
theory, no logical symbols,_) no transformational
geometry. Difficult. .
i

th~

"College Algebra" before
preoccupation withrsets
logic, and rigor. Diffi~ulF·

I

Algebra and Trigo nome try

lsohn . Wiley and
Sons

Eugene D. Nichols Florida State University
Modern Intermedi- Holt, Rinehart,
Ralph T. Heimer
Pennsylvania State University
ate Algebra
and Winston
E. Henry Garland Florida State University

4

5

Narrow curriculum
set theory.

segments~·l but

not clouded J:>y

.j

A superb, difficult classic~! book.
.~· f

Modern Algebra
and Trigonometry

~oughton-Mifflin

2

Axiomatic treatment.

William Woonton

Hunter College
Sturveyvesent High School,
New York
Los Angeles Pierce College

Mary P. Dolciani
William Woonton
Edwin F. Beckenbach

Hunter College
Los Angeles Pierce College
University of California,,
Los Angeles

Modern School
Mathematics-Algebra 2 and
Trigonometry

Houghton-Miflin

3

Could be a superb book (5} tf selections on naive
set theory could be removed)

Joseph N. Payne
Floyd F. Zamoni

University of Michigan
Jefferson County Schools,
Color ada
University of Virginia

Algebra Two

Harcourt, Brace
and World

Mary P. Dolciani
Simon L. Berman

Frances Go:LankFord, Jr.

970

Comparison of Mathematical Texts

I
!

3

Glenn'D.Vannetta

Indianapolis Schools,
Algebra Two with Charles E. Merrill 4
Indiana
Circular FuncPublishing Co.
~. Wilson Goodwin ~es Moines Community Schools,
tions
Iowa
F. Joe Crosswhite Phio State University
J. Houston Banks
Max A. Sobel
William C. Walsh

~eorge

Peabody College
~ontclair State College
~ontclair State College

~lgebra: Its Stru ~cGraw-Hill

~ohn F. Devlin
[charles J. C.
Halberg, Jr.
~arold Trimble

~eatly School, New York
Pniversity of California,
Riverside
Dhio State University

Intermediate Alge-Scott, Foresman
bra with Triand Company
gonometry

Not too demanding, careless.f1and indiscriminate
useage of logical symbols such as :![_and .. v-are
confusing.

A fine book denigrated by urlnecessary recourses to
symbolic logic.
·

i
l
I

I

3

Groups, Fields, and Sets ar~ indiscriminantly.used
with the authors never seem~nly certain whether to
classical, modern or both. !The use of sets for
the elementary presentationJiof probability destroys
the teachability of the sec .ion.

4

Neatly classical; designed tto be used with the
CAMP Computer Series. Not·: ~s thorough as Dolciani,
Nichdls or Moser.
;'i:l

cture and Elements, Book II

:j
'1
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Table 2.
AUTHOR
A. W. Goodman

James Moser
Jerry Becker
ll Phillips
e Starr

ACADEMIC AFFILIATION
University of South Florida

iversity of Michigan
tgers University
andia School, New Mexico
terlochen Arts Academy,
Michigan

Comparison of Mathematical Texts

TITLE
The Mainstream of
Algebra and
Trigonometry

PUBLISHER
RATING
ugh ton-Mifflin
3
Not appropriate for high 9pool; too rigorous and
formal. A full axiomatic. ti,eatment following the
Commission, of questionabi~':imerit. The formal
treatment of probability i~Jset notation completely
obscures what is in the re~.t world.

ra Two

5

Follows and reiterates con:~~pts iniated in Algebra
Provides a thorough ~a~.~ground in functions
analysis. A student wlj~ has mastered this .
ook is completely ready f~.I the calculus. It
d be and "American Dre~"
if students in the
,_:.:_
eleventh grade could master:}this classical, welltructured treatise. No re,~erence to rings, fields,
roups, sets, logic, tauto*~gies or rigor. Nice
tment of historical datft'', Excellent new
resentation of decision-t{ e theory. Good approach
o computer assistance.
",
:_\;~

D. Nichols Florida State University
L. Edwards Shore Regional High School,
Florida
• Henry Garland
Florida State University
Sylvia A. HoffCurriculum Specialist,
man
Illinois
Albert Mamory
Johnson City School District,
New York
William F. Palmer
College

lt Algebra 2
Holt, Rinehart
with Trigonoand Winston
metry

4

Algebra/classic~~~trigonometry. In~uffi

assical
t number of word or thQ~ght provoking problems.
ot as complete as Nichol:~':~;~~ Moser.

...

··,{~

.V{j~
.....

'.,
·I

·..• ··.·.!j

',!~~

'.

Frank Loxlay
Griffin
Carl B. Ollendorfer
letus 0. Oakley
ill E.
rles F. Brumfiel
Flee-

College

Introduction to Houghton-Mifflin
Mathematical
Analysis

2

;;,~

to-do it, not how-tb-thttk it through.
good book, old or new~i:';•

Not a

versity of Washington
ford College

iversity of Michigan
Ball State University

rinciples of
Mathematics
e-Calculus
Mathematics

is on-Wesley

5

A nice pre-calculus

3

Insufficiently comprehen~
pre-calculus study. Class
inadequate.

for a thorough
al in structure but
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Table 2.

Comparison of Mathematical Texts

ACADEMIC AFFILIATION
TITLE
PUBLISHER
RATING
COMMENTS
AUTHOR
~==~------------------.-----------------------------r-----------------.---------Avowed believers in the Logicist school of matheodern Introductor Houghton-Mifflin ! 3
unter College
ary P. Dolciani
1
matics;
ignoring the frailties of that school.
Analysis
niversity of California,
dwin F. BeckenMathematical
content excellent, but so locked in by
Los Angeles
bach
logic, sets and rigor that the mathematics is lost
lfred J. Donnelly ulver Military Academy,
at the expense of the philosophic content.
Indiana
ulver Military Academy,
ay C. Jurgenson
Indiana
os Angeles Pierce College
illiam Wooton

--r----.---------------------------------------------------1

Robert H. Sorgen- University of California,
Los Angeles
frey
Edwin F. Becken- University of California,
Los Angeles
bach

nalysis of Elementary Funot
ions

oughton-Hifflin

4

Not as comprehensive as Dolciani nor up to the
standards of Ollenderfer.

Harcourt, Brace,
and Javonovich

3

Continues where the Payne Algebra II leaves off. Not
demanding and insufficiently comprehensive for the
preparation for the calculus. Sets and logic are
rarely evident.

Arthur F. Coxford
Joseph N. Payne

University of Michigan
University of Michigan

Advanced Mathematics

E. R. Lorch

Columbia University

W. W. Norton
Pre-Calculus,
Fundamentals
of Mathematical Analysis

5

A really fine book; but too mature for the average
high school student. Completely classical in its
approach.

Phillips Exeter Acadeniy,
New Hampshire

A First Course in Ginn
Calculus including Analytic Geometry

3

Not clouded by philosophical issues, but not sufficiently comprehensive for the "calculus".

Calculus, An Intuitive and
Physical
Approach

5

An exceptionally fine book.

An exellent text for the technically bound mathematical or scientific student. Classical.

CALCULUS
Ransom V. Lynch

Morris Kline

New York University

John Wiley

Murray H. Protler University of California,
Berkeley
University
of California,
Charles B. Morrey
Berkeley

alculus with Ana~ Addison-Wesley
lytic Geometry
A First Course

5

David G. Crowdis
Sacramento City College
Susanne M. Shelley Sacramento City College
Brandon W. Wheeler Sacramento City College

alculus for Busi- Glencoe Press
ness, Biology
and the Social
Sciences

4

More appropriate for the slo,.;rer college student;
too limited for secondary school use. Nonetheless
a nice book; classical.
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YEAR
1972

. t.T';AUTHOR
eorge B. Thomas,J

ACADEMIC AFFILIATION
assachusetts Institute of
Technology

1972

ouis Liethold

niversity of Southern
California

1973

errill E. Shanks
obert Gambill

urdue University
urdue Univers·ity

University,
San _Diego
1974 R. E. Johnson
F. L. Kiokemeiste
E. S. Wolk

New Hampshire
Connecticutt
'

TITLE
Elements of Calculus and
Analytic Geometry
Calculus with
Analytic
Geometry

COMMENTS
but too wordy.

PUBLISHER
Addison-Wesl~y

!

~.
i~

~:.
L

Harper and

·Jv

5

f

.thoroughly comprehensive treatise,
·clarity ·and consistency.

up-dated:i~i ,·
·.

>\' .~

Calculus; Analy- Holt, Rineha :.t
and Wins on
tic Geometry;
Elementary
Functions

4

Classical, detailed and comprehensive.

A Short Calculus, Goodyear
an Applied
Approach

2

Superficial; directed to the non-technical, ;(
non-mathematical student. Covers arid enormous
amount of subject matter, but without depth~ .

5

"Interplay between intuition and rigor", .a classic
in its own time, and rightfully so.

Calculus·with
Analytic
Geometry,
5th Edition

llyn and Bac

·n.
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Schools, new books being offered for consideration and old books from
the author's personal library.
Geometry.

The most significant impact was in

Some authors of algebra textbooks, it seems, were not really

convinced about structure, sets, and logical rigor.

Some like John-

son or Payne, provided a token Chapter I to meet publishers' demands,
one might conjecture.

Subjective numerical ratings are 1-low to

5-highest.
An important conclusion is that secondary mathematics books
for more than one hundred years have been predominantly authored by
university educators and n1athematicians.

This is an issue which is

discussed later in conjunction with teacher preparation.
We turn now to the Mathematics Improvement groups.

The

earliest group to focus its atterition for changing the mathematics was
a French group of mathematicians who hid behind the anonymous name of
the Bourabakists.

Felix (27), describes their aims:

Perhaps some day we shall also know the truth about the
or1g1n of the illustrious mathematician Nicolas Bourbaki.
All we know is that at a date reasonably near 1930 some
pupils of exceptional ability and some researchers of the
Ecole Normale Superieure of Ulm Street, familiar with the
modern mathematics (which had developed chiefly in foreign
lands after the loss of so many Frenchmen in the War of
1914-18), and filled with the new spirit, decided to write
a treatise on Analysis which would translate the living
mathematical thought better than the decades-old works
at hand. Whatever their plans may have been at the beginning, since an essential part of their task was to assure
foundations acceptable for the new requirements of rigor
their work had to go beyond the original preliminary books
and little by little extend to all of mathematics.
Just as the Felibres not only stabilized a language but
also employed it to create a poetic work so the Bourbaki
group, by choosing a language and an axiomatic, h~d both to
explain the existing mathematics and fundamental theories
and to utilize this language and these theories to enrich
the science with original research . • . •

Finally, metamathematics, from the sidelines, supervised the
laying of the structure and even arrogated to itself the
right of passing judgment on the solidity of the whole . . .
We can do no better than refer the reader to the remarkable
"Historic Notes" of the various books of the Elements of
Mathematics of Nicolas Bourbaki, which highlight the evolution
of ideas, of the origins of the present state of affairs.
(See also, with reference to algebra, the "Commentaries" in the
two volumes of A. Chatelet's Modern Arithmetic and Algebra,
(1954 - 1957).
The Committee on School Mathematics, (Kline, 46):
In 1955 the College Entrance Examination Board, whose function
is to prepare college entrance examinations which meet the
requirements of many colleges, decided to take up the problem
of the high school mathematics curriculum and compose what it
considered to be the proper one. It set up its own Commission
on Mathematics. In 1959 the Commission issued its report,
Program for College Preparatory Mathematics, (15), and adjoined several appendices which contained samples of recomme~ded
subject matter. It did not produce texts. During the years
1955 to 1959 and for several years thereafter, the members of
the Commission toured the country and campaigned for the kind
of curriculum it proposed in its Progra:n.
Kline also discussed the recommendat:L•1ns of the Americqn Hathematical
Society:
The

Mathematical S•1ciety, the organi ;;::ation concerned
research, decided in 1958 that its talents should be
applied to the fashioning of a high school curriculum and it
set up a new group, The School Mathematics Study Group,
headed by Professor Edward G. Begle, then at Yale University,
to undertake the task. This group began its work by writing
curricula for the junior and senior high schools and then extended its program to include the elementary school arithmetic
curriculum.
Ameri_,~an

~ith

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, (Kline, 46) also had
a study group:
The National Council of TeacHers of Mathematics set up its m-m
curriculum committee. The Secondary School Curriculum Committee
which came out with its recorinnendations in an article in Ute May
1959 issue of The Hathematics Teacher. Many other groups, such
as the Ball State Project, the University of Maryland Mathematics Project, the Minnesota School Science and Mathematics
Center and the Greater Cleveland Mathematics Program were soon
formed and began their work.
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An international meeting at Royaumont, France, is described by Kline:
While the modern or new mathematics curriculum as it stands
today was being fashioned by the groups already mentioned, new
groups appeared on the scene and began to recommend more
radical reform. For example, an international group meeting at
Royaumont, France in 1959 urged the abandonment of virtually all
the familiar courses in high school mathematics including
Euclidean geometry. The conference declared these subjects to
be outdated by electronics, relativity, computers and the soaring importance of abstract mathematics as the basis of modern
science. The new subjects were to be logic, structure, and
the unity of mathematics as a whole and were to be taught in
a new language. This conference did not result in the formation of another curriculum group, but it encouraged_still
further departures from the traditional curriculum.
The Cambridge Conference on School Mathematics is viewed by Kline:
Of the newer groups which have proposed more radical reforms
we shall mention two. In the summer of 1963 a group of
mathematicians assembled for the Cambridge Conference on
School Mathematics. (Its report, Goals for School Mathematics,
appeared as a publication by the Houghton Mifflin Company.)
This group recommended the inclusion by the end of grade twelve,
the fourth year of high school, of many additional advanced
topics drawn from the theory of numbers, abstract algebra,
linear algebra, n-dimensional geometry, projective geometry,
tensors, topology, differential equations, and of course, the
calculus. On page 7 the report asserts, "The subject matter
which we are proposing can be roughly described by saying th~t
a student who has worked through the full thirteen years of
mathematics in grades K to 12 (Kindergarten through the fourth
year of high school) should have a level of training comparable
to three years of a top-level college training today."
The Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum Improvement Study (SSMCIS),
led by Howard F. Fepr of the Columbia Teachers College is a National
Science Foundation funded
child.

activity for the mathematically gifted

It is now taught at about 2500 schools in the United States and

is a lock-step unified mathematical sequence.

The Fehr references are

27 and 28; Kline's comments on SSMCIS follows:
The second of the newer groups joining the movement to revise
curricula, the Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum Improvement Study, was organized in 1965 by Professor Howard Fehr
of Columbia University. Its goal is to reconstruct secondary
school mathematics from a global point of view. It seeks to

eliminate the barriers separating the several branches of
mathentatics and to unify the subject through its general concepts, sets, operations, mappings, relations and structure.
Professor Fehr's contention is that his organization of the
subject matter will permit the introduction into the high school
curriculum of much that has been considered collegiate mathematics.
Educational Consequences of Philosophical Issues
In 1974 the CEEB (16) is reporting that SAT scores are declining
and longitudinal studies such as Stephan A. Roderick's doctoral dissertation (63) (1973), A Comparative Study of Mathematics Achievement
by Sixth Graders and Eighth Graders, 1936 to 1973, 1951- 55_to 1973,
and 1965 to 1973, support the contention that, on the whole, mathematics skills are declining in this country.
In Los Angeles, $1,000,000 for a Mathematics Improvement Program
was allocated on 19 October 1973 in Norman H. Rossell's (64) action
paper.
As mentioned before, Morris Kline's Why Johnny Can't Add (46),
appeared in 1973.
For an exceptional few, mathematical skills are growing against
the mainstream.

In Los Angeles, the William B. Orange Mathematics

Competition given by the Los Angeles City College becomes more and more
difficult each year.

Nationally, students vie

for a position in the

annual Mathematical Olympiad. Greitzer (34, 35) summarizes:
The U.S.A. Mathematical Olympiad is a new venture, whose purpose is to attempt to discover secondary school students with
superior mathematical talent -- who possess creativity and inventiveness as well as computational skills. Participation is
limited to about one hundred students selected mainly from the
Honor Roll of the Annual High School Mathematics Examination,
plus a few recommended students from those states which sponsor
their own High School mathematics competitions. The Olympiad
consists of five essay-type problems requiring mathematical
power on the part of the participants.

However, things have not gone well in secondary mathematical
education.

The new curriculum was not the panacea with concepts and

notions brought down from metamathematics and philosophy of mathematics.

The lay press was hostile but more powerful voices arose

from respected academicians such as Bruner (1971), Thorn (1971) and
Kline (1973).

Bruner (13) chose the Phil Delta Kappan, September 1971,

pages 18 to 21, The Process of Education Revisited.

Rene Thorn (71)

chose the American Scientist, November - December 1971, pages 695-699,
and Kline, a book, 1973, Why Johnny Can't Add, The Failure of the New
Math.
All three are deserving of careful reading arid rereading.
paragraphs are quoted here.

Key

First Bruner:

Let me reconstruct the period in which the Process of Education
came into being. Nineteen fifty-nine was a time of great concern over the intellectual aimlessness of our schools. Great
strides had been made in many fields of knowledge and these
advances were not being reflected in what was taught in our
schools. A huge gap had grown between what might be called
the head and the tail of the academic procession. There was
great fear, particularly, that we were not producing enough
scientists and engineers.
They were innocent days. But beware such judgements rendered
in retrospect. At worst, the early period suffered an excess
of rationalism
The prevailing notion was that if you understood the structure
of knowledge, that understanding would then permit you to go
ahead on your own; you did not need to encounter everything in
nature in order to know nature, but by understanding some deep
principles you could extrapolate to the particulars as needed.
It was this point of view that emerged from the famous Woods
Hole Conference on improving education in science (the impetus
and inspiration for The Process of Education). No curriculum
project in the first five years after that was worth its salt
unless it could sport a Nobel Laureate or two on its letterhead.

The movement of which The Process of Education was a part was

based on a formula of faith; that learn1ng was what students
wanted to do, that they wanted to achieve an expertise in
some particular subject matter. Their motivation was taken
for granted. It also accepted the tacit assumption that everybody who came to these curricula in the schools already had been
the beneficiary of the middle-class hidden curricula that
taught them in the traditionally intellectual use of mind. . •
Failure to question these assumptions, has, of course, caused
much grief to all of us. Let me quote from the preface of a
Booki have just written, The Relevance of Education: • . •
In the second half of the decade, the period of these essays,
deeper doubts began to develop. Did revisions of curriculum
suffice, or was a more fundamental restructuring of the entire
educational system in order?
I would be quite satisfied with de-emphasis on the structure
of knowledge, and deal with it in the context of the problems
that face us. We might put vocation and intention back into
the process of education. .
But if romanticism was solace for some, despair was the order
for others. By the spring of 1970 when Elizabeth Hall, one of
the editors of Psychology Today, asked me what I thought about
American education at the moment, all I could answer was that
it had passed into a state of utter crisis. It had failed
to respond to changing social needs, lagging behind rather than
leading.
The Bruner retraction is in broad sweeping terms, the Thorn
critique is specific in terms of topics within the mathematical curriculum.

Highlights of his article follow:
Curriculum revisions.
the curriculum:

Let us list briefly the changes made in

1. Added material: (a) "Elementary" set theory, the use of
symbols € , c: , U , n , the mappings of one set into another
and quantifiers. Most striking of all, sets now appear
ubiquitously in the curriculum from Kindergarden through
the fmnal year of secondary education. (We will return to
this point later.) (b) Development of algebraic notions;
laws,of composition on a set; concepts of group, ring and
field.
(c) Introduction earlier of fundamentals of differential and integral calculus, derivatives, indefinite integrals, elementary functions such as logarithm and exponential.

2. Eliminated material: Traditional Euclidean geometry, in
particular the intricacies of plane geometry.
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In sum, the reader will note that the curriculum has been
modified by a substantial addition of material introduced in
the secondary school years. The tendency to emphasize algebra
at the expense of geometry is even greater in university teaching.
The elimination of traditional Euclidean geometry is based on
two arguments. The first is theoretical: the axiomatic work
resulting from Hilbert's Grundlagen der Geometrie has shown
that the alleged rigor of the Elements of Euclid is in large
part illusory; it is compromised by frequent appeals to intuition. As a consequence, the argument runs, it is better to
avoid Euclidean geometry by developing the ideas of algebra,
in which a rigorcus presentation is possible. The second argument is a practical one; classical plane geometry, with its
elaborate study of the triangle's properties, is useless and
pedantic. Who in his lifetime ever needs to use the "Simpson's
line" or the "nine-point circle"?
Let us first discuss the arg~ment about utility. It is said
that algebra is more ufeful. and necessary than geometry. There
is no question of denying the general scientific utility of
linear algebra or of certain notions of multi-linear algebra.
As for general commutative algebra-- polynomials, etc., -caution is in ord£-:r. In ordinary life, who has ever needed to
solve a second-degree equation or -:=o use explicitly the notion
of a module over a ring? . The argument for the utility of algrc.bra is not as compelling as it appears. As for differential
and integral calculus -- point (c) above -- they are indispensable for any presentation of classical physics.
At an elementary level, certainly, the use of algebra leads to
massive simplifications. Solving through reasoning the word
problems one used to have as a tw·elve-year old requ~red an
extraordinary dexterity of mind, whereas the algebraic solution
was purely mechanical. Here the economy of thought introduced
by algebra is undeniable. With more <:omplex situations, however, th:: advantage of algebra tends to disappear. Descartes
devincc analytic geometry in order to reduce geometry to al-·
gebra. But is Js a fact well known to all university applj_c:{o1(-_..;
who have examined for advanced standing in mathematics that the
advantage of analytic methods over geometric ones for a qualitative theoretical problem is far from being decisive . • • .
The problem of geometry. In the last analysis, the argument
about the utility of material presented in the curriculum is
perhaps not the decisive one. Let us ignore "culture" -- "that
which remains when all else is forgotten"-- as a vestige of
times past . . . . Only those topics which have a quality of
play have educational value, and of all such games, Euclidean
geometry, with its constant references to underlying intuitively
understood fundamentals, is the least gratuitous and the richest in meaning.

By this line of reasoning, the contemporary trend to replace
geometry with algebra is educationally baneful and should be
reversed.
Mathematics is found not only in the mysterious fixed order of
physical laws but also, in a more hidden though equally certain
manner, in the infinite succession and inanimate forms and in
the formation and breaking up of their symmetries. Despite
appearance, this is why the hypothesis stating that Platonic
ideas give shape to the universe is the most natural and,
philosophically, the most economical.
Yet at any given moment, mathematicians have only an incomplete
and fragmentary vision of this world of ideas . • • •
The opponents of the ontological view would do well to reflect
on the following: There is no case in the history of mathematics
where the mistake of one man has thrown the entire field on the
wrong track. Frequently, mathematics has become lost in the
formal development of insignificant, uninteresting theories.
It has done so in the past, does so today, and will certainly
continue to do so in the future. But never has a significant
error slipped into a conclusion without almost immediately being
discovered.
How could one explain such a consensus if it did not correspond
to a general opinion that is the result of the mind's struggle
with permanent, timeless and universal constraints? With this
confidence in the existence of an ideal universe, the mathematician need not worry unduly about the limits of formal procedure; likewise, he can forget the problem of non-contradiction
for the reason that the world of ideas infinitely exceed our
technical possibilities. It is in the intuition that the ultima ratio of our faith in the truth of a theorem resides.
And, according to a now-forgotten etymology, a theorem is above
all the object of a vision.
I come now to my first point, set theory. This is the essential
litany intoned by those who advocate the so-called modern mathematics. Some affirm that the use of set theory permits the
entire renovation of mathematics teaching and that, thanks to
this change, the average student will be able to achieve mastery
of the curriculum. Needless to say, this is pure illusion.
As long as it is a matter of handling the obvious facts of
naive set theory, of course anyone can get by. But this is
neither mathematics nor even logic. As soon as one comes face
to face with real mathematics (ie real numbers, geometry,
functions), one rediscovers that there is no royal road and that
only a minority of students are capable of fully understanding
the material.
Everything considered, the excessive optimism bred by the use
of set theory symbols has its roots in a philosophical error.
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It was believed that by teaching the use of the symbols € ,
c, U , 'n it was possible to make explicit the mechanisms
underlying all reasoning. • • •
The naive belief that every deduction finds its model in set
theoretic manipulations was shared by such modern philosophers
as the neo-positivists. Neither Aristotle nor the medieval
scholastics shared this illusion. As J. Vuillemin reminds us,
Aristotelian logic has its base in a rich and complex ontology
of substance. Modern protagonists of set theory should realize
that their theory is insufficient to account for even the most
elementary deductive steps of ordinary thought • • • • Although
it is rather obvious, this fact seems to have escaped the authors of many set theory textbooks. They offer students exercises
in Boolean algebra which discuss "cubes that are b:i;g or blue,"
and "Parisians who are bald or rich." Not only are these exercises outlandish and useless, but, if pursued too far, they can
become harmful to the child's intellectual equilibrium.
One of the fundamental constraints imposed by accurate thought
is precisely the avoidance of mixing distinct semantic fields.
This mixing has a name -- delirium. In attempting to attach
meaning to all the phrases constructed in ordinary language
according to Boolean rules, the logician proceeds to a phantasmic, delirious reconstruction of the universe.
All these points show the narrow limits of set theory in describing ordinary thought. Everyday reasoning calls upon profound psychic mechanisms, such as analogy, which can never be
reduced to the level of set theoretic operations. An important
factor in such cases is the organizational isomorphism between
semantic fields which are homologically associated. . . .
It is not certain that, even in pure mathematics, each deduction
can have a set-theorem model. Poorly resolved paradoxes that
undermine formal set theory are there to remind the mathematician of the dangers that await him in the injudicious use of
these seemingly innocent symbols. Perhaps, even in mathematics,
quality subsists, and resists all reduction to sets. The only
hope of Bourbaki, to see mathematical structures arise naturally from a hierarchy of sets, from their subsets, and from
their combination, is, doubtless, only an illusion.
The Kline book is justifiably, at the time of this writing, a
"best-seller" because it is a scholarly investigation.

He has been

quoted extensively before; here are Kline's observations on the
current secondary mathematics educational situation.
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Chapter 4 - The Deductive Approach to Nathematics
It is highly significant that the logical foundations of the
number system, algebra, and analysis (the calculus and its
extensions) were not erected until the last part of the
nineteenth century. In other words, during the centuries
in which the major branches of mathematics were built up there
was no logical development for most of it. Apparently the intuitions of great men are more powerful than their logic • • •
We can give students the correct approaches and they will understand them. This argument can be countered by the fact that the
greatest mathematicians did try to build the logical foundations
for the various subjects but failed for centuries to do so.
Their failure should serve as some evidence that the logical
approaches are not easy to grasp • • • • Of course, our students may be superior to the best mathematicians of the past •
Therefore, logic does not dictate the contents of mathematics;
the uses determine the logical structure. The logical organization is an afterthought and in a real sense is gilt on the
lily . •
Chapter 5 - Rigor
The modernists believe that students are disturbed by the use
of unmentioned assumptions and theorems and that, because the
proofs are not strictly complete, the students are hindered in
their understanding . . • .
To ask students to recognize the need for these missing axioms
and theorems is to ask for a critical attitude and maturity of
mind that is entirely beyond young people. If the best mathematicians did not recognize the need for these axioms and theorems for over two thousand years how can we expect young people
to see the need for them? • . •
The students' conclusion will be that mathematics is largely
concerned with proving the obvious • .
Some of the axioms used in a rigorous approach to the real
number system must strike the students as absurd
These
closure axioms may serve one purpose; they close the gates
of the students' minds •
The difficulties which are euphemistically called the paradoxes
of set theory, but which are more accurately described as contradiction in set theory, have not been resolved to the satisfaction of all mathematicians, and the logic of mathematics has
never been in a sorrier state.
Rigor may save mathematics but it will surely lose the pupils.

Certainly much of the rigor in modern texts was inserted by
limited men who sought to conceal their own shallowness by a
facade of profundity and by pedants who masked their pedantry
under the guise of rigor.
Chapter 8 - The New Contents of the New Mathematics
By far the most emphasized among the new topics is set theory.
This subject is now taught from the kindergarten up, as though
students would starve, mentally at least, if they did not have
this diet. • • •
Professor Feynman, whom we have already cited as having examined
textbooks for use in the state of California, says, "In almost
all of the textbooks which discuss sets, the material about sets
is never used -- nor is any explanation given as to why the concept is of any particular interest or utility. The only thing
that is said is 'the concept of sets is very familiar.' This
is, in fact, true. The idea of sets is so familiar that I do
not understand the need for the patient discussion of the subject over and over by several of the textbooks if they have no
use for sets at the end at all." . .
Another component of the recommended abstract algebra course
is the study of groups and fields. We have already explained
that these are abstract formulations of various, more concrete
algebras •. The abstract versions are studies of structures common to the contrete cases. The argument against teaching such
structures is simply that it is premature. One might as well
try to teach the structure of all languages -- they do have
common features -- to a child who has yet to learn the English
language.
Once a student has learned the algebras of real numbers, complex numbers, rational functions, matrices, vectors, transformations, and congruences it may enlighten him to know that these
algebras do nor do not have some common features. One can then
even prove a theorem about groups and the theorem will apply to
all those concrete algebras which form groups . . . •
Without too much previous knowledge of concrete cases the abstract concepts remain empty, arbitrary children of mathematical
phantasy. To confront youngsters with abstractions that lie
above their level of maturity is to create bewilderment and
revulsion rather than increased knowledge. In brief, the highly
abstract concepts cannot be exploited at an elementary level . •

When one takes into account that perhaps fifty percent of the
students entering college cannot add and multiply fractions,
especially if letters are involved, one can see where the emphasis must be put • . • .

Chapter 9 - The Testimony of Tests
In a speech given at a Symposium sponsored by the Thomas Alva
Edison Foundation and held in Pittsburgh in November 1960,
Professor Beberman confessed that he was wrong in putting
rigor into geometry. He even exclaimed that he could not
understand how he could have made that mistake.
Philosophy and Mathematics
Another negative assessment of the curriculum changes appears
on the opening page of School Science and Mathematics, Volume LXXIV,
April 1974, Whole No. 654, "Editor's Page - Oh Where Did All The
Money Go?"
Over the centuries many pilgrims have gone to Mecca to seek
inner peace. Presumably many found what they sought. Numerous
Americans annually trek to the old home town to revel in the
nostalgia of what was once good and which still holds a place
in their hearts. Surprisingly few decide to remain, discarding
their jobs in the big city and putting culture behind them. In
the last few years, however, science and mathematics educators
have found an idol greater than any of those to which homage
has been paid since the dawn of history. They have flung themselves on their bellies before the spewings of the Course Content Improvement Program of the National Science Foundation and
have waited for the mannah to fall. They became devout followers, in many cases, of will-a-the-wisps. In brief, there is
astonishingly little evidence that either the new math or the new
science programs have accomplished very much except increase the
dividends of stockholders in companies that produced the staggeringly overpriced hardware to accompany the programs.
One recent study that is receiving much attention is the one by
Stephen A. Roderick at the University of Iowa who compared today's students with those of 1936, 1951 -55, and 1965 on selected items of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. The results
showed that the new math students bombed out and were not much
more than gibbering numerical idiots. Studies by Renner of
SCIS at the University of Oklahoma reveal positive results that
can be seriously questioned. None of these studies, nor any
others that have been undertaken, even if the techniques of
investigation are impeccable, provide sufficient evidence to
support or reject any of the programs. Meanwhile, the College
Entrance Examination Board has reported a steady ten year decline on the SAT which cannot be attributed to the tests being
administered to greater number of students of lesser ability.
What then do these scanty data mean?
In ensuing issues, the Editor's Page will contain analyses of
some of the few studies that are available about the accomplish-
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ments, or lack thereof, of these new programs. Maybe then some
national conclusions can be drawn about the merits of these
NSF funded Course Content Improvement Programs. These conclusions may help answer the question, "Oh Where Did All The Money
Go?" • . • • George G. Mallinson, Editor.
In the very same issue on Page 277, Paul S. Malcolm, Mathematics Department, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, has an article The Well-Ordering Property as an Alternative to Mathematics Induction.
Before the abstract of the article is presented, the important issues
that arise as a consequence of the article are discussed.
1.

The Well-Ordering Property is neither a Property nor
a theorem. It is an axiom; frequently identified as the
Axiom of Choice. It is an axiom of convenience used by
Russell/Whitehead to remedy the antinomy first brought to
their attention by Hilbert. The Axiom of Choice was
critically challenged by Poincare, demonstrating the
fundamental weakness of axiomatic set-theoretic logic.

2.

The article has an insufficiency of information unless
the secondary mathematics teacher has had a recent course
in the philosophy of mathematics and possibly may lead
to classroom difficulties should a well-meaning teacher
accept the recommendation on its face value.

3.

Despite the continued increasing evidence that philosophical issues do not belong in secondary mathematics, this
urging by a university mathematician could well lead to
a highly qualified logician-philosopher writing the requisite comprehensive discourse. Typically the material
is incorporated in a textbook at a later date. Before
returning to the study of the consequences of such a
conjecture, let us examine briefly the condensation of
the Malcolm writing:
Every Non-empty Set of Natural Numbers Contains a Least
Element - The Well-Ordering Property .
The idea is simple, the implication is profound. Yet, one
must search diligently to find this important mathematical
concept in any high school mathematics curriculum. Perhaps, tradition binds us to its logical equivalent, mathematical induction. • .
Pedagogically, however, it is suggested that the WellOrdering Property has a distinct advantage over mathematical induction in that it is a simple, concise, and easily
accepted statement. Many persons who have taught mathe-
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matical inductions will agree that it is not simple,
concise or readily acceptable. Although many students can
successfully manipulate according to the process of mathematical induction, it is apparent that some do not actually
understand or fully accept this postulate.
Proofs applying the Well-Ordering Property do use the method of contradiction. Whether this is to be considered an
advantage or disadvantage depends on the reader's own judgment. It can be used, however, as an excellent example of
proof by contradiction that is not limited to geometrical
reference.
Certainly the Well-Ordering Property does not guarantee
to remove all difficulties encountered with problems requiring proof by mathematical induction, but it does offer
an alternate approach to a recognized problem. Readers
are urged to become more familiar with this method and to
adapt it to their om teaching situation.
There is a deep educational issue involved here.

First

of all it must be recognized that the Well-Ordering Theorem or its
equivalent, the Axiom of Choice,

are philosophical issues.

But much

more important than being an issue in mathematical philosophy, it is
an unresolved issue.

It is presumptuous for such an urging to appear.

Beth, (6) devotes more than one hundred fifty pages in difficult, complex reasonings, using first, second and higher order calculii to show
the difficulties involved.
The Malcolm issue is not an isolated case.

In the April

1974 issue of the American Mathematical Monthly, Judith V. Grabiner,
Small College, California State University, Domingues Hills, writes,
"Is Mathematical Truth Time-Dependent?" (Grabiner, 33)
The issue of Mathematical Truth, Linguistic Truth, Semantic Truth has been with capable mathematical philosophers for the
past fifty years.

The important Polish School, and later Carnap and

Tarski, at Los Angeles and the Berkley UC Campuses respectively, have
spent years analyzing these issues.

More recently John Corcoran at

SUNY, Buffalo, has become interested in the issue.

In Beth (6), Truth

is a reoccurring theme.
In Benacenof and Putnam (3), pages 289 to 417 include
these writings under the issue of Truth:
PART THREE
Mathematical Truth
THE A PRIORI, 289
Alfred Jules Ayer
LOGIC WITHOUT ONTOLOGY, 302
Ernest Nagel
TRUTH BY CONVENTION, 322
W. V. Quine
TWO DOGMAS OF EMPIRICISM, 346
W. V. Quine
ON THE NATURE OF MATHEMATICAL TRUTH, 366
Carl G. Hempel
ON THE NATURE OF
Henri Poincar~

MATHEMATICAL REASONING, 382

MATHEMATICS AND THE WORLD, 390
D. A. T. Gasking
ARITHMETIC AND REALITY, 404
Hector-Neri Castaneda
There are as many positions on Truth as there are philosophers.

It is an issue in philosophy, it is not an issue in mathe-

matics.

Apparently there are university educators who do not accept

this position.

(Grabiner, 33)

Much effort was needed to transform eighteenth-century
techniques in the ways we have discussed. But it was
more than just a matter of effort. It took asking the
right questions first; and then using -- and expanding
the already existing techniques to answer them. It took-and was -- a major change in point of view. The reawakening of interest in rigor was just as necessary as the
availability of techniques to produce the point of view of
Balzano and Cauchy -- the point of view which has been with
us ever since. Mathematics requires not only results,

but clear definitions and rigorous proofs.
mathematicians may still concentrate on the
fruitful methods and ideas to be exploited,
ematical community as a whole can no longer
to rigor.

Individual
creation of
but the mathbe indifferent

The positions Bruner, Thorn and Kline lose their importance
when other university mathematicians and university educators are
urging an expansion of philosophical issues into the mathematics
curriculum.
As a separate discipline, the Philosophy of Mathematics
is exploring many interesting problems; these problems are intellectually far above secondary mathematics.

These issues of importance to

the philosopher are, in 1974, wide-open unresolved problems.
here in the order of the Beth (6) Table of Contents:
Abstraction
Intuitionism
Completenes~3

Consistency
Proof by Revision
Categoricity
Semantics
Logical Consequences
Sentential Logic
Logic of Higher Orders
Logica Magna
Finitary Theory of ?roof
Symbols
Truth
Logicism
Cantorism
Well-Ordering Theorem
The Axiom of Choice
The Continuum Problem
Intuitionism
The Principle of the Excluded Third
Finitary Spreads
Nominalis'Jl
T!:1e Paradoxes
Relativisation
Definability
Existence
Decidabili ty
Models
Dialectical Epistemology

Listed

-------~---------·--·-

-------~----------------~~-----~~

~

-·-------- ------·· -·----·-------~-----------·--

References 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 17, 18, 22, 37, 42, 47,
51, 52, 53, 65, 72, and 76 are highly reconunended sources for current
studies in the Philosophy of Mathematics.

To discuss these issues is

beyond the ken of this study.•
The philosophical issues of the 1908 - 1931 era became
the 3t1condary mathematical curriculum difficulties in the 1960's and
early 70's.

Will the 1970- 1980 unresolved iss11es in mathematical

philosophies be the secondary mathematical curriculum difficulties in
the last decade of this century?
Sum~~ry

and Conclusions

Two polar phenomena are in the mathematical educational
scene in the United States today.

On one hand, exceptionally few

students are competing ±n the Math Olympiad for generous scholarships.
The examinations contain problems which are beyond many third year
college students:
On the other hand, in Los Angeles about one-half of the
high school students are in remedial mathematics programs (Rossell,64)•
Roderick's Longitudinal study (68), shows declining mathematical
skills; of greater concern are the CEEB longitudinal studies (16),
showing nationally declining SAT scores.
The intent observers, Bruner (13), Thorn (71), and Kline
(46), have concluded that it was the intrusion of the philosophical
abstract concepts of sets, structure, rigor, symbolic logic, and the
like which are difficult concepts
author has

for children, a position which this j

sought to support.
This study has traced briefly, the principal contributors

to the Philosophy of Mathematics.

From the early Pythagoras to

Leibniz, all tried to develop abstract conceptions of mathematics.
It was Leibniz who first attempted to write a universal foundation of mathematics.

George Boole was more successful.

But now

there was a turning point in philosophy; attention was turning downward to the foundations.

As Russell (65), wrote in 1919, the tele-

scope should be a microscope.

An action which

Ruse~l

defended, and

an action, which Kline (44), in 1973 deprecated.
From 1908 to 1931, the philosophers, all of whom were professors at the great universities in Europe, and some mathematicians,
became increasingly interested in the foundations of mathematics.
bewildering array of antimonies and paradoxes developed.

A

In 1931,

GBdel proved mathematically that axiomatization of any system, such as:
Russell's Principia Mathematica contained undecidable theorems.· With
the rise of Hitlerism, many of these scholars came to the United
States.

There, attention turned to other matters.
In the very: late SO's and early 60's, societal pressures for

changing the mathematics curriculum were being felt.

When the Soviets

launched their first orbiting vehicle, a technical "crisis" was in
evidence.

With the commitment that the United States was to be first

in space, federal funds became increasingly available for improving
the mathematics curriculum.
Bruner (12)

and the Commission for Mathematics (15)

urged

the development of new mathematics with hopes for developing abstraction skills for children of all ages.

The developers of the new

curriculum (as previously shown in the context of this chapter) were
university professors.

The philosophical issues of 1908 (Peano) to

1931, involving Sets, Structure, Axiomatics, Abstraction, Symbolic
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Logic and Rigor, were the foundations for the new mathematics.
was a proliferation of new textbooks during the 1960's.

There

Geometry was

the most drastically affected, because the CEEB had urged Hilbert
rather than Euclid (Euclid had been shown to he deficient in terms of
rigor, axiomatics and structure (15)).
Nonetheless, the problems in skill development did not go away;
instead, the decline continued.

In 1971 both Bruner (13), and Thorn

(71), in retrospect, agreed that the philosophical abstractions (which
are usually taught in the fourth and fifth years of college) were
beyond the skills of even the brightest child.
for being so optimistic in 1960.

Bruner apologized

Thorn argued that exchanging "sets

and Hilbert geometry for Euclid" was to exchange

"abstraction~!

for

; "problem solving".
In 1973, Kline (46), appealed to educators, mathematicians and
the laymen to put an end to the new math.

Apparently Malcolm (50),

and Grabiner (33), are either not sympathetic to Bruner, Thorn and
Kline or they have not read them.

Both Malcolm and Grabiner in 1974,

are urging the inclusion of two currently unresolved philosophical
issues of (1) The Well-Ordering Property and (2) The Issue of Truth
into the mathematical curriculum.

Some thirty unresolved issues in

the Philosophy of Mathematics are listed in the main text of this
chapter.
This writer concludes, and urges the separation of these two
bodies of knowledge.

It is useful for skilled mathematicians and

philosophers to examine and
mathematics.
i

discours~

upon the philosophical issues of

It is not useful to incorporate philosophical issues

into the secondary mathematical curriculum.

It has been shown

through~
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out this study that not only is philosophy not useful, but its inelusion is denegrating.
.

.

Are there other opportunities for reform in addition to the
urging that mathematics and its philosophies be considered as separated bodies of knowledge?

Next we will examine the proper directions

for reform.

I

PROPER DIRECTION FOR REFORM
Criticism of the new mathematics, with its philosophical content, is inappropriate unless alternative recommendations are constructed.

Bruner, Kline and Fehr among others, have examined alterna-

tives to the new math.

It is useful to review the rationale for in-

plementing the new mathematics.

In the Commission for Mathematics (15),

the Summary Report ends with "Summary of the case for revision", and
quotes extensively from the Special Studies Project Report V, Rockefeller Brothers Fund, The Pursuit of Excellence; Education and America;
Garden City, New York; Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1958:
In order that the school and college curricula meet the needs
of mathematics itself and of its application, there must be a
change. A new program, oriented to the needs of the second
half of the twentieth century and based on a dynamic conception
of mathematical manpower,
'First, the crisis in our science education is not an invention
of the newspapers, or scientists, or the Pentagon. It is a
real crisis.
'Second, the USSR is not the 'cause' of the crisis. The cause
of the crisis is our breath-taking movement into a new technological era. The USSR has served as a rude stimulus to
awaken us to that reality.
'The heart of the matter is that we are moving with headlong
speed into a new phase in man's struggle to control his environment, a phase beside which the industrial revolution may appear
as a modest alteration of human affairs. Nuclear energy, exploration of outer space, revolutionary studies of brain functioning, important new work on the living cell -- all point to
changes in our lives so startling as to test to the utmost our
adaptive capacities • . • •
'The immediate implications for education may be briefly stated.
We need an ample supply of high caliber scientists, mathematicians, and engineers • • • We need quality, and we need it
in considerable quantity.'
89
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Previously, in this essay we have discussed the consequences
of recommended curriculum changes by the Commission and by Jerome
Bruner.

The extensive attention to the philosophical issues of ab-

straction, rigor, structure, sets and the abolition of Euclidean geometry was a serious error.

This conclusion is supported by

~r~ner,

Thorn, Kline and the longitudinal studies of the CEEB and Roderick.
Equally in error was

.~heir

judgment about future national needs for

mathematicians, scientists and engineers.
In "Current Trends in Algebra" by Garrett Birkhoff (8), Harvard
University, in the August-September 1973 issue of the American Mathematical Monthly, a brief view of the past fifteen years is presented:
The new mathematics of 1960.' ••• In the post-Sputnik era of the
early and middle 1960's, enthusiasm went even further. Especially in the United States, a vogue developed for exposing
school children to formal concepts of set, function and axiom
often only half-appreciated by their teacher$! Its proponents
encouraged the spread of the myth that these constituted a
"New Mathematics", unknown fifty years earlier. One ostensible
aim of this vogue was to indoctrinate young people so that they
could fill a supposed shortage of mathematical teachers and research workers. This seemed highly desirable at a time when our:
postwar "baby bulge" and prosperity was quadrupling of the de- i
mand for college teachers of mathematics, while an unquestion- ·
ing faith in the value of basic science was increasing the
support for research in pure mathematics at a rate of ten to
fifteen percent annually •. But as of 1972, it all seems strangely out-of-date!
To summarize, algebra developed harmoniously during the years
1930 - 60, with its main stream flowing smoothly, swiftly, and
finally triumphantly in the channels I have described. Some
measure of its triumph may be found in the fact that, whereas
three of the first four Fields medals were awarded in Analysis
(in 1936 and 1950), three of the four awardedin 1970 were in
Algebra.
However, in the last five to ten years, powerful new currents
have become apparent. Some of these have arisen as countercurrents to extremism; thus Rene Thom has recently written a
thought-provoking article entitled Modern Mathemati~; An
Educ~ti~nal and Philosophical ~rr2~' 'in which he urges that
j
geemetry should replace algebra because 'any question in algebr~
' ·- - "' ' " ___ ,, __. _________ _,,. __ -

-' J
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is either trivial or impossible to solve. By contrast, the
classic problems of geometry present a wide variety of challenges.
However, I do not wish to dwell on the exaggerations of a
decade which most of us recall with nostalgia. Extreme abstraction in research circles, attempts to inculcate premature
sophistication in children, and uncritical expansionism in
basic physical science have provoked reactions which by now
threaten to go too far in the opposite direction.
Rene Thorn has been quoted extensively in this study.
Viewpoints for Reform
Bruner, Line, Fehr and others have given careful consideration
for the second round of changes.
and evaluated.

Their recommendations are presented

The essay then ends with this writer's viewpoints

for reform.
In general, attention is focused upon further curriculum
;
I

changes and teacher augmented training programs.

I

We start with Bruner:

Bruner Viewpoints for Reform
Bruner frequently referred to previously in this study, wrote
in the Process of Education Revisited (13):
And so a half decade passed. By 1970 the concern was no longer
to change schools from within by curriculum, but to refit them
altogether to the needs of society, to change them as institutions. • .
What would one do now? What would be the pattern at a Woods
Hole conference in 1971? It would not be in Woods Hole, in
that once rural, coastal setting. More likely, we would gather
in the heart of a great city. The task would center around the
dispossession of the children of the poor and the alienation
of the middle-class child • • •
These were matters we did not do enough with at Woods Hole. We
did not think about mutuality because we were stuck on the idea
of curriculum -- in spite of the fact that our laboratories
and our very curriculum projects were set up rather like
communes! • • •
Finally, I would like to explore, in the interest of relevance,
whether we might not recapture something of the old notion of
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vocation, of ways of life, or to use the expression of so many
undergraduates today, of "life-styles" • • • •
I believe I would be quite satisfied to declare, if not a moratorium, then something of a de-emphasis on matters that have to
do with the structure of history, the structure of physics, the
nature of mathematical ·consistency, and deal with it rather in
the context of the problems that face us •. We might be.tter concern ourselves with how those problems can be solved, not just
by practical action, but _by pu.t:ting knowledge, wherever we find
it, to work in these massive tasks. We might put vocation and
intention back into the process of education, much more firmly
than we had it there before.
!

Kline Viewpoints for Reform
Here. are the Kline (44), considerations for needed reforms in
mathematical education:
I

What does the nature of current mathematical research have to
l
do with curriculum reform?· The relevance lies in the fact that ;
the leaders in this reform have been college professors • • • • i
About eighty-five percent of the PhD's in mathematics are not
.
only narrow specialists but are concentrated in corners of math~
ematical logic, algebra and topology, fields which, on the
!
whole, are remote from science. • • • Most present-day professors pursue abstractions, generlizations, structure, rigor,
and axiomatics. Since this is what most mathematicians do it is
not surprising that this is what they think mathematics education should train young people to do • • • • This fact accounts
in large part for the content of the modern mathematics curricula • • • •
The consequences of having university professors lead curriculum reform are even more harmful. It is generally conceded
that college professors are chosen largely for their knowledge
of subject matter and research strength and not for their
pedagogical skill. Trained to do research, they are ill-prepared for teaching even on the college level. Mathematicians
are not pedagogues. In fact the two classes are almost disjoined sets. It did not occur to these men that the goals of
elementary, high school and even undergraduate education and
the interests and capacities of students at these levels have
little to do with mathematical research.
Having become wise through the acquisition of a PhD, and possi-;
bly a prestigious position at a major university they believe •
themselves to be experts in areas in which they are in fact
totally ignorant. Despite pedagogical failings when teaching
on their own level and despite the fact that most of the professors who participated in curriculum reform had not been inside an elementary or high school since their own student days,
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that calls for considerable pedagogical acumen.
that they were presumptuous ••

One can say

·

I

Mathematicians of this century are very much concerned with
rigor. There are historical reasons for this preoccupation.
However, we have already pointed out how damaging rigorous proo4
is to the student. Why does the mathematician insist on it?
i
The answer is that he is favoring his professional interest, as !
for example, in building on a minimal set of axioms. He is not'
willing to consider the pedagogy.
To prepare curricula at a.ny level one must know the objectives
of education at that level. For example, it is far. more im:portant in the lower grades to interest students in learning
than it is to develop proficiency in any one subject. To know
these objectives one must devote a great deal of thought to the,
whole problem of education. And this mathematicians do not and:
'
will not do. • •
Before we can consider the approach and contents of a suitable ,
elementary and high school curriculum, we must consider. the
objectives or goals of these stages of education. On the
elementary school level there can be no consideration of prep- ,
aration for college. Only a small percentage of th~se students:
will go to college. Even on the high school level, from which '
about fifty percent of present day graduates enter college,
the students are still ignorant of the nature and importance of
the various subjects they are asked to take. For many subjects
including mathematics (beyond arithmetic), the high school
offering is an introduction. Moreover, very few of the collegebound students will specialize in mathematics. Even those who
think they will become mathematicians should be advised not to
specialize until they know much more about what the various subjects have to offer. Hence the education for all these students
should be broad rather than deep. • • •
Some men have gone so far as to recommend combining mathematics
and science. Professor E. H. Moore, a noted mathematician,
formerly of the University of Chicago, addressed himself in his
paper 'On the Foundations of Mathematics' to the problem of
teaching mathematics and recommended combining mathematics and
science on the high school level. He urged that the artificial
separation of pure and applied mathematics be ended and that we
build a continuous correlated program in secondary mathematics
and science. In this way we might succeed in arousing in the
learner 'a feeling that mathematics is indeed a fundamental
reality of the domain of thought, and not merely a matter of
symbols and arbitrary rules and conventions' • • • •
The traditional curriculum was fashioned by relatively uninformed mathematicians with no pedagogi~al insight. The modern
mathematics curriculum was fashioned jointly by such people and
. i
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i
This means that they will have to know how much young people cal
handle of abstractions and proofs, and which motivations will
appeal to a ten-year old, and which to a fourteen-year old.
,
Moreover, the breadth and openness of mind desired of the ideal i
scholar would require that he also see mathematics from the
'j
non-mathematician's point of view so:·that he can appreciate
the attitudes and problems of young people. To put the matter i
crudely, the proper mathematical scholar must not only know his I
stuff but also know whom he is stuffing. We need, in other
i
words, professors of broad scholarship and educational insight
as.opposed to the self-centered, narrow researcher • • • •
Other forces also operate against the possibility of training
teachers properly. The Committee on the Undergraduate Program
in Mathematics (CUPM), a committee of the Mathematical Association of America, has prepared a Course Guide for the Training
of Junior High and High School Teachers of Mathematics. The
college courses recollll!!,!7_nd~d for-. ·this trafning are analytical
.i
geometry and calculus~• abstract algebra, linear algebra, geomet-)
ry, probability and statistics, logic and sets. There was not ·
even the suggestion, much less a requirement, that these prospective teachers should study science.
Fehr Viewpoints for Reform
One of the more promising experimental programs is the inte· grated mathematics program for gifted children led by Howard Fehr of
Columbia Teachers College (27).

The goals of this program (now being

used in approximately 2500 schools in a limited manner) are:
Today, the United States of America is the only highly developed
country in the world that still adheres to the traditional
mathematics study separated into (a) a first year of algebra and
only algebra (b) followed by a year of geometry and only geometry
at the end of which the study is dropped forever (c) then another year of algebra, much of it repeated from the first cour~e
which is presumed to have been forgotten. Except for highly ·
mathematically inclined students this is the total mathematical
learning of high school graduates. It is an out-of-date program
mostly useless for genuine application and reflects a 1901 point
of view. • • •
The mathematics we teach to our students today should be relevant to their needs in the society of tomorrow in which they
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will live. Thus the mathematics we teach should reflect the
1
manner in which the subject is conceived for future use. To
j
this end we must first of all be concerned with the formation ·
of the intellect -- the ability to do cognitive thinking. What 1
we teach must develop the human mind in its capacity to under- 1
stand and interpret numerical, apatial, and logical situations !
occurring in the. physical universe and lifewithin it, and to
approach problems witha scientific, questioning, and analytic
attitude. • • •

Throughout the western world, a trend fast gaining full recognition is the restructuring of classical mathematical education
into a contemp·orary unified setting. This is the goal of
SSMCIS. At the end of six years of study it will provide both
skills and concepts in
·

(3) An approach to the study of all mathematics via the con~
i
cepts of set, relations, functions, operations and structures
I
binding the entire instruction, by a spiral-approach tolearning
1
into a unified body of knowledge.
(4) Application of mathematics, not only to physics, but to
new areas in the behavioral sciences where probability, finite
mathematics, and_s~atistics areimportant.
(5) An intuitive non-rigorous, but correct and precise
introduction to analysis via continuity and elementary
metric topology, including one.variable calculus.
The modification of this.six year program, by including more
applications, by offering more opportunity to solve problems, by
concretization of; the more abstract concepts and structures, anq
by eliminating those parts that can be studied after leaving
high school, can form the core program -- the common mathematici
al knowledge for a majority of secondary school students. 1
·
Table 3, a replica of page 14~ Fehr (27), outlines the curricuyet, a program for the 30-70 percentile range has not been.under way. However New York State and Philadelphia are embarking on
programs of unified mathematics for this group beginning this fall.
I look forward to their success ·on this type of program", personal
correspondence Howard F. Fehr to this author, July 24, 1974.

1.- "As
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The SSMCIS Curriculum

Chapter
Title
Title
8
Sets and Relations
Finite·Number Systems
Sets and Operatiobs
Transformations or the Plane
9
10
Segments, Angles, Isometries
Mathematical Mappings
11
Elementary Number Theory.
Integers and Addition
The Rational Numbers .
Probability and Statistics 12
Multiplication or Integers 13
Some Applications or tne
Rational Numbers
·
Lattice Points in a Plane
14
Algorithms and Their Graphs
Real Functions
Mathematical Language and
7
Descriptive Statistics
8
Proof
Transformations of the Plane,
Groups
9
Isometries
An Introduction to AXiomatic
Length, Area, and Volume
Affine Geometry
10
Fields
The Real Number System Appendix A Mass Points
Coordinate Geometry
Introduction to Matrices
Linear Equations and
Matrices
Algebra of Matrices
Graphs and Functions
Combinatorics
Programming in BASIC
Quadratic Equations and
Complex Numbers
Circular Functions, II
Probability: Conditional
Probability and Random
Variables
Algebra of Vectors

8
9

· Probability
Polynomials and Rational
Functions
Circular Functions I
Informal Space Geometry

9

Linear Programming
Sequences and Series
Exponential and Logarithmic
Functions
Vector Spaces and Subspaces

6
7

Introduction to Continuity 6
More About Continuity
7
Limits
Linear Approximations and
8
Derivatives
Properties of Derivatives
9
Infinity
Conics
Circular Functions-Pnalytic
Properties
Exponential and Logarithmic
Functions--Analytic
Properties
Integration Techniques and
Applications
Probability: Infinite Outcome

Further Study of the Derivative
Linear Mappings and Linear
Programming
Probability: Expectation and
Markov Chains
Integration
BOOKLETS

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Introduction to Statistical
Inference
Determinants, Matrices and
Eigenvalues
Algebraic Structures, Extensions and Homomorphisms
An Introduction to Differential Equations
Geometry l·!appings and Tl·ansformations

9~

lum for the six-year program.
Like Kline, Fehr has comments and suggestions on teacher education:
To teach the senior high school program, additional background
will be necessary. Since calculus in our program is taught
from a contemporary viewpoint starting with continuity and
using the topology of the line and plane, the study of calculus
(or real analysis including differential equations) should be
extended throygh another 6 semester hours.
For the teaching of probability another half year of study of
probability and mathematical statistics (3 semester hours) would
be required. A second course in vector spaces and linear algebra,
introductory study of the complex variable, and further study
in geometry would also be desirable. This additional study of
approximately fifteen semester hours can be obtained by increasing the number of hours of undergraduate study or by pursuing a master's level study as is now required by many states
for certification.
Summary and Final Recommendations
What conclusions can be drawn from the Bruner, Kline and Fehr
commentaries, and from the detailed preceeding analysis of this study?
There is a unanimity of opinion with regard to matters of curriculum
and teacher preparation.

In terms of this study's original contentions

and hypotheses, sufficient authority has been presented to justify the
conclusion that philosophic issues have no place in the secondary/
university mathematics courses.
confuse.

They serve no purpose other than to

The first urging then is that mathematics be separated from

the issues of philosophy and it should be the mathematics which is to
be taught in a form which is descriptive of the real world.
This author urges that the primary problem is teacher education
and all other problems are of secondary importance.

In California, a

significant number of mathematics teachers have mathematics only as a
minor.

The Los Angeles City Mathematics Teaching Qualification Test
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is three orders less difficult than the William B. Orange Competition.
In New York State a high school teacher's major must lie in his discipline; education is considered a minor.
Teacher Preparation
There is an opportunity for the California University and
Colleges and the University of California to take the initiative for
creating an outstanding mathematics teacher education curriculum.
Under California law they are the accrediting organizations.

Under

the existing social and economic model, there is an excess of teachers
and an insufficiency of teaching jobs.
Highly qualified teachers would be discriminating as to texts,
would teach from superior knowledge, would resist oncoming fads in
philasophy such as Existence, Truth, and the Well-Ordering Property.
Ideally the mathenatics teacher preparation program would inelude in mathematics:
1.

Co.lculus

2.

Differential Equations

3.

Functions of a Complex Variable (Analysis)

4.

Modern Linear Algebra

5.

Topology

6.

Computer Programming and Statistics

In science:
1.

Chemistry (at least six hours)

2.

Physics (at least six hours)

3.

Biology or Astronomy (three to six hours)

An important and timely article appeared in th•= June 1974
Datamation, Volume 20, Number 6.

On pages 49- 52, Dr. J. Brandenberger,
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Lawrence University, "Formal Instruction in Lab Computing", writes,

"As laboratory computing becomes ever more essential to scientific
investigation, the ability to teach it in college science departments
will become mandatory".
CSUC and UC campuses (and almost every other state college or
university in the United States) have contiguous engineering schools.
A three to six semester hour course in vocational mathematics
and another three semester hour course in computer modeling for
the social studies, economics, the law and information retrieval
should be designed by the

Engineering School faculty.

Well trained secondary mathematics teachers as I have
defined them, could be their own textbook authors or at the very
least, they would be the majority on Mathematical Improvement
Study Groups rather than be the minority.
in topics of abstract mathematics.

They could resist fads

They would be universally

skilled in teaching computer aided courses in Algebra, Calculus
and Statistics and Vocational Mathematics.

They would not

look with disdain on such mathematics.
In the current CSUN brochure, Minority Engineering Program, MEP
Dr. Landis writes, "Engineering is a difficult course sequence."
Teachers have a greater social responsibility than do engineers;
the question then is, "Why is the mathematics teacher training
course sequence also not a difficult sequence?"
As we in the United States move into the twenty-first
century, we do not need the large numbers of engineers and
scientists that the Commission for Mathematics so incorrectly assumed.
We are becoming a nation needing service workers and technicians.

A

.........______________
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curriculum which emphasises philosophical abstractions in lieu of
applied mathematics is improper and socially irresponsible.
It was the university mathematicians who became interested in
mathematical philosophy.
teachers are trained.
are written.
university.

It is at the university that mathematics

It is at the university that secondary texts

Reform, if there is to be reform, can only start at the
Mathematics and philosophy are separate disciplines;

only highly educated teachers can keep them separated as disciplines
in the curriculum.
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